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ABSTRACT
The Effects of Zoning on Land Use Patterns: A Comparative Case
Study
Celia Von der Muhll
Submitted to the Department of City and Regional Planning onMay 20, 1961 in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the degree of Master of City Planning
Since zoning is the princip#l land use control which phy-
sical planners have at their disposal, it is important that
knowledge about the consequences of its exercise be as complete
as possible. The purpose of this thessis is to make a small
contribution toward such knowledge through an exploratory study
of the actual effects of a particular zoning regulation on two
suburban towns within the Boston metropolitan area - Lexington
and Needham, Mass,
There are a variety of types of effects which zoning con-
trols might have - physical, social economic, demographic, etc. -
as well as a variety of methods by which the effects might be
studied. This thesis concentrates on one type of effect - phys-
ical. The term "land use pattern" is used to describe the kinds
of physical consequences of interest here. And a "land use pat-
tern" is defined as a combination of the spatial locetion of
activities and adapted space. The final delineation of the fo-
cus of interest for the thesis was made by selection for study
of particalar aspects of land use patterns - density and gener-
alized spatial distribution (gross pattern); and selection of a
relevant zoning regulation, minimum residential lot size con-
trols. The method of approach chosen was to construct a fre-
quency distribution of the lot sizes occurring in subdivisions
platted in Needham and Lexington following the adoption of zon-
ing by-laws in the 1920's; and then to attempt to explain the
emergent pattern of deviations (if any) above the legal minimum
lot size.
In choosing Needham and Lexington as sample towns, the lim-
itations of such a small sample were recognized, and an effort
was made to hold constant a number of important variables (rate
of growth, economic and social characteristics, etc. ). The lot
size regulations of the two towns were considered of interest
since Lexington had consistently upgraded its minimum lot re-
quirements since 1924, adopting only in 1954 two lot sizes;
whereas Needham had made only one major revision of its require-
mente, in 1941 - at which time the town was divided into two lot
sizeszones (one with a one-acre minimum).
The effects of the minimum lot size zoning regulations were
clearly seen in the positively skewed shape of the frequency
distributions constructed, as well as in the successive upward
shifts of the modal lot size to the legal minimum with each zon-
ing change. The average lot size, moreover, was consistently
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higher than the legal minimum, as a large proportion of the lots
in any period were usually above that minimum.
A number of possible explanations for these deviations were
offered. T opography, shape of property and frontage require-
ments - three physical and legal factors - were viewed as affect-
ing primarily the length and variability of the tail of the dis-
tribution. Social and economic pressures, however, were pre-
sented as operating principally on upward shifts in the modal lot
size in successive periods. The lot size distributions were then
examined for evidence as to whether modal lot sizes might have
risen without assistance from increased legal minimums. In both
towns, especially during the 1930's, the behavior of the relative
percentages of lots at or near the modal size lent support of
this possibility, although the total picture was not conclusive.
Differences between the two towns (and lot size zones in each)
as to degree of dentral tendency in the distributions and pro-
portion of lots at the legal minimum brought out the possibility
that one type of economic pressure - rate of subdivision - might
operate to increase the concentration at a given legal minimum.
Pre-zoning data in Lexington was presented as providing an
example of one way in which the question of whether and how modal
lot sizes would have risen without assistance from zoning con-
trols might be fruitfully investigated.
In the chapter on gross pattern, the coincidence of the
boundary of Needham's one-acre zone with the boundary of the
main pattern differentiation within the town was noted. An
explanation of this phenomenon revealed the particular local
factors which made it possible; and it was suggested that simi-
lar early adoption by Lexington of two lot sizes (one large, as
in Needham) would probably have had relatively little effect in
producing a pattern differentiation comparable in sharpness to
Needham's, due to the nature of early subdivision activity in
Lexington, as well as to basic differences in physical form,
circulation systems, etc., in the two towns. The possible
influence of patterned lot size zoning on gross pattern was seen
as definitely limited by the important of such factors.
Finally, a variety of suggestions were made for further
research into the consequences of zoning, in particular with
respect to minimum lot size regulations and the concept of
grain. The value of investigating the effects of zoning was
restated; and its use in clarifying the consequences of alter-
native courses of action - regardless of the particular community
goals involved - was emphasized.
Thesis Supervisor: Frederick J. Adams
Professor of City Planning
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I. Introduction
Zoning is the principal land use control which physical
planners have at their disposal. As such, it is of obvious
importance that wherever feasible the consequences of its exer-
cise be determined. For the successful revision and improvement
of zoning regulations to achieve community objectives undoubted-
ly depends on knowledge of possible consequences, and is limited
where such knowledge is lacking. Such limitations are not
necessarily fatal, of course, and an educated guess may as often
be correct as not. But, nonetheless, there can be few objec-
tions to improving the existing state of knowledge as to the
consequences of zoning.
The purpose of this thesis is to make a small contribution
toward that end through an exploratory study in two communities
of the actual effects of a particular zoning regulation. For a
moment's thought will show that "zoning" is not a homogeneous
category, and different zoning policies, or different aspects of
zoning regulations, may have different consequences. Similarly,
one can distinguish different pe of effects or consequences
which zoning controls may have. It is relevant here briefly to
outline these different types of effects, and various approaches
to their study. For it was within this context that the particu-
lar problem: to which this thesis is devoted was selected.
1. Types of consequences
In general one can identify for analytic purposes six broad
categories of consequences. They are listed below, with relevant
examples.
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1) physical (e.g., effects on land use pattern
and circulation system)
2) demographic (e.g., rate of growth)
3) economic (e.g., value of construction)
14) social (e.g., class homogeneity)
5) political (e.g., status of individual rights)
6) aesthetic (e.g., monotony of uniform appearance)
For each type of consequence, different regulations within a
zoning ordinance or by-law may be of greater or lesser rele-
vance. An a priori assumption here may prove inaccurate, how-
ever; and multiple effects are always possible, indeed likely.
But in any case, each type of consequence must be thoroughly
analyzed in order to provide concepts of operating significance
for research.
2. Types of Study Approaches
The choice of an approach is likely to be influenced by
the decision to analyze a particular category (ies) of effect (s),
since in a given instance a particular method may be most appro-
priate. At least four possible approaches are distinguishable,
the first two of which (as listed below) are more comprehensive
and general than the latter two:
1) the "goal-satisfaction" method (e.g., have the ob-
jectives sought by a town in ita zoning regulations
been achieved?)
2) The "decision-making" method (e.g., in the operation
of a zoning ordinance, how are certain enforcement
decisions made?)
3) a "minimum requirements" method (e.g., to what ex-
tent are certain specified zoning minimums exceeded?)
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4) a "pressures for change" method (e.g., to what ex-
tent are certain aspects of zoning violated or sub-ject to requests for alteration?)
These four approaches are not exclusive. They may in fact be
supplementary at different stages of analysis or with different
purposes in mind. It is useful, however, to keep them distinct
since they are essential guides in determining the relevance
and selection of material to be analyzed.
Given a limited amount of time, it is obvious that one
could not study all the possible effects of all the different
aspects of a zoning ordinance or set of ordinances within a
town (city) or group of towns. Moreover, certain types of con-
sequences may be more difficult to isolate than others, and
thus require a longer analysis. This study, therefore, will be
confined to a consideration of particular physical consequences -
the effects of the zoning requirements of two selected towns on
certain aspects of their land use patterns - and it will use,
primarily, a method of measuring deviations from minimum stand-
ards.
3. The Land Use Pattern
To state the general focus of this study is only a beginning,
however; and a further analysis of the concept "land use pat-
tern", in particular, is an essential prerequisite to a clear
formulation of the problem. What are the components of a land
use pattern?
Lynch and Rodwin, in their article "A Theory of Urban Form",1
1. Lynch, K., and Rodwin, L., "A Theory of Urban Form", Journal
of the American Institute of Planners, Vol. 24, No. 4 (1958).
I am not attempting here to criticize the comprehensiveness of
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develop a set of categories which allow generalized description
of the physical and activity pattern of a specified area. Dis-
tinguishing between spatial location (of activities or of
"adapted" space) and flows (of activities, or the flow system
itself), they propose six descriptive categories: element
types, quantity, density, grain, focal organization, and gener-
alized spatial distribution (gross pattern).2
A land use pattern, then, can be regarded as a combination
of the spatial location of activities and adapted space. And
it is a phenomenon which can be described, presumably, with use
of the six categories listed above. The question can then be
put: What regulations in a zoning ordinance or by-law affect
location of activities, adapted space, or both? And which com-
ponents of activity and adapted space location - element types,
quantity, density, grain, etc. - are affected by which regula-
tions? The same questions might be asked with respect to the
flow system and activity flows.
The answers to these queries will depend to some extent on
the Rodwin-Lynch scheme, and would agree with them that "Only
systematic testing in real cities will indicate whether all the
important features (of physical form at the city scale) are
included." (p. 206).
2. Element types, quantity and density are familiar. "Grain"
is the "extent to which these typical elements and densities
are differentiated and separated in space and can be defined as
coarse or fine.... ; "focal organization" is the "spatial
arrangement and interrelation of the key points in the total
environment"; and "gross pattern" refers to such things as city
"outline...and the broad pattern of zones occupied by the basic
element and density types." Definitions taken from Lynch and
Rodwin, op. cit., pp. 205-6. For each of these categories, of
course, one needs a technique for measurement (of "grain", e.g.,),
for classification (for activity and adapted space types, e.g.),
etc.
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the nature and wording of particular zoning regulations. But,
without going into great detail or an exhaustive enumeration of
possibilities, it may be briefly answered that (for example):
1) The variety of types (uses) permitted by a zoning law
naturally controls the types of activities occurring
in different parts of a community. Types of adapted
space, however, are only directly regulated by provi-
sions such as, e.g., architectural controls. Other-
wise the control on adapted space is usually indirect,
through the habitual or traditional association of
certain types of adapted space with certain activities.
2) Quantity of adapted spaces or activities is usually not
directly regulated by zoning (e.g., only 'x" number of
selling activities are allowed in this community), but
will be indirectly affected by density regulations
(e.g., total quantity of single-family dwelling types
is limited by lot size requirements and total land
capable of being so developed).
3) Density of activities and adapted space (usually
stated in the combined form, e.g., of "dwelling struc-
ture") is directly regulated by lot size minimums,
floor-area ratios, open space requirements, height
limitations, etc.
4) Grain of activities will be affected, though not
directly regulated, by the sizes of the different use
districts and their location with respect to each
other; by the exclusive or cumulative form of a zon-
ing law; and by policies with respect to special per-
mit and non-conforming uses. Grain of adapted space
will be affected by zoning insofar as certain types
of structures are habitually used for certain types
of activities, and are assumed to be so used in the
zoning law.
5) Focal organization is not usually explicitly regu-
lated by zoning (i.e., in so many words). But it is
definitely affected by the spatial arrangement, for
example, of uses and density districts.
6) Generalized spatial distribution, or gross pattern,
will also be affected by shapes, sizes and arrange-
ments of use and density districts under the zoning
law, particularly the latter.
7) The flow system and activity flows are not usually
directly regulated by zoning (e.g., only so many
streets may be built in this area, and may be used
by only so many people per hour); but their nature
and use is indirectly affected by zoning controls
-13-
7) over density and location of activities. Road-side
land use controls may have a special status here.
Two points emerge clearly from the above list of sugges-
tions: 1) Certain components of land use patterns are commonly
explicitly or directly regulated by zoning, while other ordi-
narily are indirectly affected (though not by theoretical
necessity); and 2) Activities and physical form (adapted space)
are usually combined in the terminology of a zoning ordinance.
On the latter point, for instance, permitted uses in a "resi-
dential" district are usually described as "one-family dwell-
ings", "churches", "schools", etc.; but it is not usually
explicitly stated that a family may not build and live in what
is commonly considered a "store" (adapted space for buying and
selling3 ).
With these considerations in mind, I chose to examine in
two selected towns the effects on density (primarily) and on
gross pattern (secondarily) of a particular zoning regulation:
minimum. lot size requirements for "residential structures".
Such controls are a direct regulation of density and by nature
lend themselves to use of the "minimum requirements" method
mentioned above. For where physical quantities are involved
(square feet in this case) deviations above a legal minimum
can be fairly precisely estimated, a frequency distribution
3. In part, this is a matter of convenience in wording. But
it suggests that zoning is usually concerned principally with
controlling location of activities, not types of adapted space.
The difficulty with regulating location of types of adapted
space (as distinguished from building specification as in a
building code) is that adapted spaces have many possible uses.
Technological change (e.g., as in factory design) could make
such regulations quickly obsolete (to say nothing of changes
in tasteJ).
constructed and analyzed, and the actual market response to the
zoning requirements thereby described.
Explanation for any particular pattern of deviations from
the minimum (both within and between towns) can be attempted,
however, only with reference to factors which influence the
decision of a subdivider to plat his land in a certain fashion.
Lege3Iy this would require use of (at least) a decision-making
approach. The minimum requirements analysis here may thus be
viewed as primarily descriptive and suggestive. It can reveal
an empirical phenomenon (the frequency distribution of size of
lots platted). But it does not in itself provide an explana-
tion of the phenomenon.
A rigorous explanation will not be possible in this thesis
for two basic reasons. First, the sample used (two towns) is
not large enough to get reliable correlations between patterns
of deviation from minimum lot sizes and factors influencing
that pattern, e.g., economic and social characteristics of the
communities studied. Secondly, insufficient time was available
in any case to make a detailed follow-up analysis, e.g., ques-
tionnaires to developers, or careful inspection of sites
platted. This does not mean, however, that the problem will
be ignored. Suggestions will be made as to reasons for differ-
ent deviation patterns and hypotheses which might be further
investigated will be advanced. The analysis of gross pattern
will consist primarily of an attempt to place the effects of
the pattern of lot size zoning in the context of relevant
determining factors.
These reflections will be clarified further in the course
of the thesis. They are set forth here principally to indicate
the attempted scope of the task, and to suggest that this study
should be regarded as explorative and a chart for further work.
The following chapters, therefore, will deal with: 1) The towns
studied: problems of selection, and characteristics of the
towns; 2) The results of the lot size analysis, with sugges-
tions in explanation of the outcome; 3) The gross pattern of
the towns in light of the lot size analysis and other factors
affecting town development; and 4) Suggestions for further
research.
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II. The Choice of Sample Communities
1. Problems of Selection
The choice of a general approach and a focus of interest
is crucial. But with that basic decision having been made,
many problems still remain. In particular, data gathering
rules, and selection of sample towns are of prime importance.
Ideally, perhaps, one would select for study communities
both with and without zoning, so as to maximize the chances of
separating out other factors affecting land use patterns from
the effects of zoning. In practice, however, one is likely to
be concerned with a particular zoning provision (or group of
provisions) rather than with the whole ordinance or by-law (and
all of its possible effects). Therefore, a meaningful compari-
son can be made by selecting two (or more) zoning laws with
different policies (or specifications) as regards a particular
type of regulation. This approach is more feasible when one's
laboratory for study is a major metropolitan area where virtu-
ally all the towns experiencing significant development have
had zoning by-laws for a considerable period of time.
Even if this were not the case, however, more general prob-
lems of comparability would condition the choice of study towns.
For instance, it is not clear that a comparison between a slow-
growing rural town on the metropolitan fringe (without zoning
controls) and a fast-growing town at the crest of the present
wave of outward development (but with zoning controls) would
allow accurate conclusions as to the effects of, for instance,
minimum lot size regulation. For other variables, e.g., rate
4. See Appendix (Problems of Data Collection).
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of development, social structure, economic structure, position
in metropolitan area4, etc. - variables which are always present -
might in this case dominate the results. This is not to say that
the results would have no interest. Rather the point is that if
time were available one might take, for example, two or more
towns from at least three positions in a metropolitan area
(inner, middle and outer bands). Comparisons could then be made
between the effects, say, of minimum lot size requirements
(which would vary too) on towns with similar and towns with
differing position and characteristics.
To undertake such a study would require a minimum sample
of six towns, and probably more if one had refined indices or
tests for estimating similarities and differences between towns.
As such, it was an undertaking beyond the time and resources
available for this thesis. Therefore, the decision was made to
choose two towns in the metropolitan Boston area, attempting
insofar as was possible to hold constant the variables men-
tioned above.
2. Characteristics of Towns Selected
The two towns chosen were Lexington and Needham. Both are
approximately the same distance from central Boston, and in the
western sector of the metropolitan area. (See Map I, p.124.)
Both towns are located on the circumferential highway (Rt. 128).
A major radial, Rt. 2, passes through Lexington, while Rt. 9,
another principal radial, runs just to the north of Needham.
Lexington and Needham have experienced heavy development
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since the war5 and are among the fastest growing towns in the
Boston metropolitan area. Since 1910, moreover, the two towns
have had similar, though not identical, population growth rates
(though recently Lexington has begun to grow somewhat more
rapidly). See Table 1, p. 87.
In both towns, single family residential uses predominate.
In 1950 over 80I of the dwelling structures in Lexington and
Needham were one-family unit, detached. See Table 2, p. 88.
A glance at the accompanying land use maps (Maps II-A, II-B~pp.125-6)
will show, however, that more industry exists at present in
6Needham than in Lexington. In part this is due to the fact
that throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries, Needham had
many small indo tries (e.g., paper, knit goods, glue, shoes, et
al), located mainly in the eastern part of the town (Needham
Heights), some of which (or their successors) remain today. 7
In the 1950's, moreover, Needham decided to allow land to be
zoned for an industrial park (the New England Industrial Cen-
ter) near the interchange of Rt. 128 and Highland Ave. (See
Map III-A) The park has flourished and industrial activity
5. In fact, Lexington and Needham were among the 11 towns in
Massachusetts which had a net in-migration of over 5,000 per-
sons during 1950"60 (7,386 and 6,744 respectively). See Popu-
lation Movements in Massachusetts, 1950-60, Massachusetts Dept.
of Commerce (Jan. T961).
6. The Greater Boston Economic Study Committee's 1960 Land Use
Acreage study shows 13 acres of land in Lexington in manufac-
turing or wholesale uses, with 106 under development (out of a
total of 10,650 acres); and 217 acres in Needham in the same
uses, with 31 under development (out of a total 7,998 acres).
Data taken from GBESC files.
7. See Monograph #89, Town and City Moahs, Massachusetts
Dept. of Commerce, for a description of early industry in
Needham.
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in the eastern section of the town has increased. Lexington, on
the other hand, although it had some small industries in the
past (grist and saw mills, peat factory, fur articles, et a ),
remained predominatly agricultural, and even today has more
nurseries, truck gardens, etc., than are to be found in Needham.
In the 1950's, with the opening of Rt. 128, the town has
wrestled with the problem of whether to allow industry into
Lexington. Thus far it has zoned land near the Rt. 128 inter-.
change with Rt. 2 for research and office uses, and near the
interchange with Bedford St. for light manufacturing. (See Map
IEI-Blgr108).For various reasons, however, industrial develop-
ment has not been on the scale of the Needham New England
Industrial Center.
All this is not to say, however, that Needham is a "work-
ing-class" community. Few of the employees at the New England
Industrial Center live in Needham, according to the Rt. 128
Study. And figures on income and occupational distribution
(for 1950) indicate strong similarities between the two towns.
(See Tables 1-2, pp. 87-8). Needham, morevoer, has long con-
tained many private country estates, located along the Charles
River, for the most part, in the southern and western portions
8. See Monograph #112, Town and City Monographs, O9 and
Worthen, A Calendar History of Lexington, 1665-1946. 6
9. Some of the reasons are discussed in Economic Impact Study
of Massachusetts Route 128; Dept. of Civil and Sanitary Engin-
eering and Transportation Engineering Division, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Dec. 1958, p. 107-9, and p. 177 ff.
In this report, Needham and Lexington are given special atten-
tion. Lexington does have, however, the Lincoln Laboratories,
a major research center and large employer.
10. Ibid ., p. 177 and p. 213.
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of the town. This may account for the higher percentage of one-
dwelling-unit structures values over $15,000 in Needham than in
Lexington, although the median value is almost the same. (See
Table 2.)
The intention behind the foregoing observations is not to
claim that Lexington and Needham are identical, but rather to
indicate the presence of basic and important similarities, The
measures used in the comparison are rough, but may be adequate
in an exploratory study. The point, in any case, is not to
achieve complete similarity, but to avoid profound differences
in important respects.
3. The Zoning Regulations
An additional criterion for selection of towns was the
nature of the minimum residential lot size regulations, and
their modifications over time. Both Needham and Lexington
adopted zoning by-laws in the 1920's (1925 and 1924 respec-
tively). And in both towns, the original minimum lot require-
ments have been altered several times since.
In Lexington, the minimum enacted in the 1924 by-law was
5,000 square feet (50' frontage) for R1 and $2 districts.
Since then it has been successively upgraded to: 7500 sq. ft.
(75' frontage), 1929-1938; 12,500 sq. ft. (100' frontage),
1939-1950; and 15,500 sq. ft. (125' frontage) 1951-53. In
1954, for the first time, the town adopted two lot sizes, with
a center vs. periphery pattern: 15,500 sq. ft. (125' frontage)
in a defined inner area, and 30,000 sq. ft. (150' frontage) in a
e defined inner area, and 30,000 sq. ft. (150' frontage) in a
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defined outer area. (See Map III-B.) These requirements have
not been altered since 1954.
In contrast to Lexington, Needham has had only one major
upgrading and the town early (1941) adopted a lot size pattern,
with two different minimums. The original residential lot min-
imum, in the 1925 by-law, required 7,000 sq. ft. in residence
(general and single-family) districts. It was not changed
until 1941, when Needham was divided (with respect to lot
sizes) into two residential districts. The northeastern por-
tion of the town was zoned for 10,000 sq. ft. lots (80' front-
age), while in the southwestern part one acre minimum lots
11
(150' frontage) were required. Since 1941 the basic residen-
tial lot requirements have not been altered, although the one-
acre minimum area was extended eastward in 1952 and 1954 (see
MApnIE[p,127.). A small 20,000 sq. ft. minimum district (100'
frontage) in the northern part of Needham was added in 1954.
While one can imagine much greater contrasts in minimum
lot size regulations (both in lot dimensions and patterns) than
that between Needham and Lexington, clear differences do exist
(both at present and in the past). Moreover, the greater the
contrast between zoning laws in this respect, the greater the
difference is likely to be between the other characteristics
of the communities involved, since minimum lot size regulations
11. Needham's 1941 action resulted in Simon v. Town of Needham
(42 North Eastern (2nd) 516), one of the early court cases
involving acreage zoning. The town's regulation was upheld in
court. The early adoption by Needham of one-acre zoning adds
to the interest of studying it here, and in fact was one of the
reasons - a not wholly extraneous one - why the town was selected.
It is of particular importance in estimating the effects of mini-
mum lot size reguletions on gross pattern.
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and "character" of a town are probably not independent variables.
But this simply indicates the need, noted above, for a larger
sample of towns, and therefore of regulations.
With these reasons and reservations, then, Needham and
Lexington were selected for study. The predominance of single-
family residential structures in the two towns, and the large
population expansion since the zoning by-laws were enacted,
ensured that many decisions to plat and develop land would have
been made under the control of the respective minimum residen-
12
tial lot regulations. The changes in minimum requirements
since the 1920's provide an historical framework for analysis
of lots platted after passage of the original zoning by-laws
and suggest that special ettention be paid to certain periods.
In the following chapter, the data gathered from the two towns
is presented as a series of frequency distributions of lots
platted over time, and the characteristics of the distributions
are described and analyzed.
12. The choice of minimum lot size requirements as the zoning
regulation whose effects would be studied suggested use of
towns where pre-zoning development had not been too heavy and
considerable open land remained for development. Moreover,
since lot-size requirements are most important where low densi-
ties prevail, towns with mainly single-family residences were
logical choices.
M
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III. Results of the Lot Size Study
1. Date Sources and Problems
The data presented and discussed in this chapter was
gathered from the subdivision plat files of the Town Engineering
Departments of Needham and Lexington. The various problems en-
countered in collecting this information - in particular, size
and number of subdivisions to be used, placing the date of sub-
division, and subsequent lot line changes - are discussed in
the Appendix.
It should be pointed out here, however, that the lot size
distribution shown in the following charts and graphs is not
an exact description of the actual net residential densities
existing at present in Needham and Lexington, and should not
be taken as such, For one thing, lots platted before the
zoning orbfae were adopted in the two towns are not
included. Moreover, lot lines were sometimes revised after
the original plat was made. And, finally, lots are included
which have not yet been developed. Nonetheless, the distribu-
tions are probably a good approximation of the lot sizes devel-
oped and net residential densities created after the original
zoning by-laws, and minimum lot requirements, were adopted in
Needham and Lexington.13
2. General Characteristics of the Frequency Distributions
The lot size data summarized in Tables 3-16, PP. 89-107
13. This may be less true in Lexington where many subdivisions
platted before the zoning ordinance took effect were not devel-
oped for 30 or more years. See p.41lf.
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(pp. 108-123)
and Graphs 1-13/is grouped by chronological periods, correspond-
ing to the intervals during which a perticular minimum lot
requirement was in effect. In Needham, where the period of a
particular minimum requirement was long, :the figures are also
separated by decades.
There are a number of possible shapes which any frequency
distribution of empirical observations may take. It may be
rectangular, bell-shaped, U-shaped, J-shaped, i.e., in various
ways symmetrical or asymmetrical. One might conjecture, in
the study made here, that certain shapes would indicate maximum
effect of the lot size regulations, while others would show the
reverse. For instance, a rectangular distribution (with all
lot sizes occurring at approximately the same frequency) would
suggest that the minimum lot requirement was having little
influence; and a negatively skewed distribution (with the min-
imun lot size at the end of the tail, and the most frequent
lot size far to the right) would raise doubt as to whether the
requirement had any influence at all. Maximum effect would
appear to occur if all the lots platted were the minimum
specified by law.
In fact, as shown by Graphs 1-13, the distribution of lot
sizes under a particular minimum lot requirement all exhibit
positive skewness. Thatis, the most frequent observation
(lot size) occurs far to the left, and the remaining observa-
tions slope away to the right with a long tail.14
14. When two ininimum lot sizes exist., and are combined to give
a picture of lots platted in the entire town, there are, of
course, two marked peaks in the distribution. This does not
invalidate the above point, though, since the positive skew
still occurs in each zone taken separately.
EEl
One of the characteristics of such a distribution is that
mean is largest, the median next largest, and the mode smallest.
These relationships exist in virtually all the distributions
shown in Graphs 1-13, except where the dominance of the minimum
lot size is especially pronounced (and often where the total
number of lots is small 15). As a consequence, although the
minimum lot is usually most freqment, the average lot size in
a given zone is almost always above the minimum, exceeding it
by as much as approximately 11,000 square feet (see Graph 12).
Each zoning change is clearly reflected by the peak fre-
quency of the new minimum lot size in the succeeding period.
And the minimum lot size is regularly, with few exceptions,
most frequent - both in absolute and proportional terms. In
addition, there is sometimes a considerable similarity between
different periods in the proportion which the modal frequency
is of the total number of lots platted. In Lexington, this is
particularly true. Under the 5000, 7500, 12,500 and 15,500 sq.
ft. requirements, the minimum lot size is, with a few excep-
tions, always 22-24% of the total lots platted. (See Tables
3-9). This consistency is not quite so striking in Needham.
Looking at the data another way, one finds that, taking
16
the two towns together, the percentage of lots within 5,000
sq. ft. of the minimum lot size runs from 59% to 95%, with one
exception. (See Table 13.) When lots within 10,000 sq. ft. of
the minimum are included, the range of the percentages narrows
in both towns, to 84-98% (Lexington) and 81-100% (Needham).
15. The differences in this respect, as well as in o ther matters,
will be discussed in the next section of this chapter,
16. The combined distribution of lot sizes in two zones is not
included in this comment. See footnote 14.
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Once again, though, Lexington shows more consistency between
periods than does Needham. In each case, of course, the percent.
age of lots occurring at any particular dimension varies from
period to period, and decade to decade. But the cumulative per-
centage is a good indication of the degree of central tendency
(and the length of the tail) in any distribution, and is a use-
ful tool for comparison Q onPzs of
variation as to modal lot size, etc.
In short, while the legal minimum lot size is normally
most frequent in both towns in all periods, the average lot
size is still higher than the minimum. At the same time, the
number of lots within 5,0OO and 10,000 sq. ft. of the minimum
never falls below about 60% and 80%, respectively. These dis-
tributions will now be analyzed in more detail.
3. Explaining the Deviations: Physical and Legal Factors
Enough has been said thus far to provide a picture of the
general cherecteristics of the frequency distributions of lot
sizes platted in Lexington and Needham. Their consistent posi-
tive skewness indicates the strong magnetism of the legal mini-
mum. But the long "tail" of each distribution also suggests
the influence of other factors. The question which must then
be raised is: how can one account for deviations from the
minimum requirement? The three most obvious factors which
come to mind immediately are physical and legal: shape of the
property platted, legal frontage requirements and topography.
Often, for unique, historical reasons, the property to be
platted is peculiarly shaped. One result is that, in order to
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create sufficient-sized house lots, the new street (when
required) may also be peculiarly shaped (e.g., Eliot Rd. in
Needham between West and Parish Sts.). Another consequence is
that the lots platted may, by necessity, be oddly shaped or
unusually deep and thus often larger than the minimum size
required.
The shape of property is particularly important when taken
in conjunction with frontage requirements. If no such require-
ments, or very low ones, exist in the legal lot specifications,
it may be possible to reduce the effect of oddly formed prop-
erty by allowing a lot a very small street frontage. Where the
frontage requirement does exist, and is not too low, this possi-
bility is eliminated, and the effect of property shape in rais-
ing lot sizes above the legal minimum is maximized.
The frontage requirement also may have this effect when
taken together with topography. But topographical factors also
have an influence all their own. A hilly site may require
enlargement of lots above the minimum required in order to pro-
vide sufficient space for a house buildable at reasonable cost.
Such a site may also affect the location of streets, and thus
the size of lots when taken in conjunction with shape of the
property. Similarly, low lying land with soggy tendencies may
increase lot size to allow creation of a buildable house site,
etc.17
The skill and intentions of the subdivider are also
17. This factor was particularly noticeable in several parts of
Needham (especially the northern part of the town and along the
Charles River); and lots were often much larger than the mini-
mum in such areas.
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important here. A subdivider sensitive to the contours of land,
and skillful at his task, may come up with quite different
results from someone lacking such attributes. Subdivision con-
trols, of course, may require a subdivider to heed topography
more carefully, thus increasing its effect on lot sizes. And
provisions in subdivision controls as to street layout, block
18
length, etc., also put greater constraints on the subdivider.
One would suspect that these controls, when taken in conjunction
with frontage requirements, shape of property and topography
would cause a greater number of deviations from the minimum lot
size, though this depends to some extent on the stringency of
the controls. The consistency of the lot size distributions
from different periods in both Lexington and Needham suggests
no sherp change when subdivision controls were introduced,
however. In any case, the effects of subdivision controls on
subdividing practices on subdividing practices is a study in
itself. But one can still suggest that, in general, controls
which increase the influence of topography (for example) will
tend also to increase the number of deviations above the legal
minimum. And those regulations which reduce the influence of
the factors mentioned will also tend to reduce the deviations.19
18. Another possible influence on lot size variations is the
tendency of contemporary subdividers to use curved streets and
cul-de-sacs in contrast to the earlier emphasis on grid plans.
In fact, the larger lots in Needham and Lexington were often on
curves, corners, or at the end of cul-de-sacs. The consistency
in the frequency distributions from the 1920's to the present
in both towns, however, does not necessarily bear this out
(insofar as it is evidence).
19. One might expect that "cluster" zoning, for instance, would
minimize the influence of the shape of property on lot sizes;
and if frontage requirements were also allowed to very, the
effects of that factor would be reduced. One would thus
expect greater conformity to the minimum, other things being
equal.
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These observations, derived from common sense as well as
from a general inspection of subdivision plats in Needham and
Lexington (where the larger lots were often oddly shaped or on
low-lying land), obviously do not provide a systematic, or
statistical, relationship between deviations from minimum lot
size and shape of property, topography, and frontage require-
ments, In order to establish such relationships more time
would be needed than was available in this study. It should
be possible, however, to undertake such a task. For example,
lot lines from original plats could be laid out on large-scale
topographic sheets; and by counting and measuring, a correlation
obtained between lot size, steepness (grade) of lots, amount of
lot below a certain elevation (or some measure of degree of
swampiness), and any other relevant topographic feature. The
exact relationship to frontage requirements might be ascer-
tained by correlating frontage size with lot size; or by making
a frequency distribution of frontages and comparing it with
distribution of lot sizes as to relative degree of variation
20
or dispersion, and deviation from the minimums, In both
cases it would be important to have a sample size (number of
towns) large enough to include quite different topography and
21
frontage requirements.
20. Frontage requirements in Needham and Lexington were givenon
yp. 20-1. In Needham, there apparently was no frontage mini-
mum from 1925 to 1940, when the 7000 sq. ft. lot was the
specified minimum size.
21. One advantage of including very flat land, for instance,
might be that one could detect more easily the influence of
other factors in raising lot sizes above the legal minimum.
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4. Social and Economic Factors
While frontage requirements, topography and shape of prop-
erty are important influences that tend to cause deviations from
the legal minimum lot size, it is likely that their effects are
mainly confined to creating somewhat random deviations from the
minimums. That is, their influence is particularly detectible
in the length of the "tail" of a given distribution, i.e., in
the appearance of a few lots here and there at a variety of
sizes often well above the minimum. This effect is particu-
larly expressed in shifting percentages of lots within 5,000
and 10,000 sq. ft. of the minimum.
Equally important, however, are social and economic
forces whose influence is likely to be felt more systematically
on the modal lot size itself. Gradual shifts in the modal lot
size may be detected in the relative increase in percentage of
lots platted at sizes immediately adjacent to the legal mini-
mum, as well as in an actual change in the mode to a size
above the minimum. And it is obvious that such upward shifts
in the modal lot size indicate the presence of social and
economic pressures tending to raise residential lot sizes,
even without increases in the legal minimum. While the legal
lot specification is in itself the product of social and eco-
nomic influences operating through the political mechanism of
government, it is a fair question whether the residential lot
sizes would have risen (i.e., the modal lot size shifted up-
ward) in Lexington and Needham without the existence and
assistance of increased legal minimums. In short, what influ-
ence, if any, does zoning have on raising the modal lot size?
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In attempting to answer this query, one must look at the
aggregate frequency distribution of lot sizes - although a town
may contain individual subdivisions whose modal lot size is well
22
above the legal minimum. The following sections will there-
fore examine two types of differences between the lot size dis-
tributions in the two towns: 1) differences between periods or
decades within each town; and 2) differences between the two
towns themselves,
1) Taking Lexington first, where the minimum lot sizes have
changed more frequently, one finds that in the first period,
1924-29, under the original 5,000 sq. ft. minimum, the modal
lot size was 6-7,000 sq. ft. Such lots occurred twise as often
as those at 5,000 sq. ft. (See Table 3.) Moreover, 15% of the
lots platted were at 7-8,000 sq. ft., making this size second
most frequent. Thus the modal lot size was somewhat above the
legal minimum. In 1929, the minimum lot requirement was raised
to 7,500 sq. ft.
In succeeding periods in Lexington, one does not find
again quite so clear a suggestion that residential lot sizes
were rising without assistance from the law; and, in fact, the
22. In Lexington there are two conspicuous examples -- the
Five Fields and Six Moon Hill subdivisions approved in 1951-53
and 1947 under the 15,500 and 12,500 sq. ft. minimums respec-
tively. In both cases the distribution of lot sizes was very
even and not skewed. In Five Fields the mode was at 33-34,000
sq. ft., and in Six Moon Hill there were two modes - at 21,000
and 23,000 sq. ft. In Five Fields, out of 59 lots (excluding
seven for which no size was found), only one was At the minimum
lot size, and 22% within 10,000 sq. ft. of the minimum. In Six
Moon Hill, there were none, out of 27 lots, at the minimum,
none within 5,000 sq. ft. of it, and 29% within 10,000 sq. ft.
It is evident that the goals of the subdividers involved were
not merely maximization of monetary return; but economic
capacities also existed which made such subdivisions feasible.
L
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1924-29 distribution differs from nearly all that follow in that
the modal lot size is not the legal minimum. In the 1929-38
period, for example, 23% of the lots platted were at 7-8,000
sq. ft., with 16% at 9-10,000 and 11% at 8-9,000 sq. ft. (See
Table 3.) This reversal of the usual order, however (with the
second most frequent lot size larger than the third most fre-
quent), is not common. Moreover, if one divides the period 1929-
38 in half, and examines separately the two sections, certain
differences appear. (See Table 4.)
During 1929-34, the predominance of the minimum lot
(7,500 sq. ft.) becomes even more pronounced, though with lots
at 9-10,000 sq. ft. still in second place. But in the year
1935-38, this predominance fades, the distribution becomes
somewhat more even, and the modal lot size rises to 12-13,000
sq. ft. (the new legal minimum adopted in 1938), followed in
frequency by lots at 9-10,000 and 13-14,000 sq. ft. In short,
while the distribution of lot sizes for the 1929-38 period
taken as a whole does not show a marked upward trend in modal
lot sizes, such a trend definitely appears in the later years
(1935-38).
The techniques of dividing a period into two parts does
not yield similar results for 1939-50. (See Tables 6-7.)
This is due in large part to the fact that during the first
half of the period, 1939-45 (the war years), few lots were
platted. Thus the great majority of the lots summarized in
the 1939-50 distribution were created in the second half of
the period (1946-50), and the distributions for 1939-50 and
1946-50 are very similar. While no evidence exists of a
L
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strong move upward comparable to that in the periods previously
discussed, there is a slight shift toward 13-14,000 sq. ft.
(the legal minimum being 12,500 sq. ft.). The number of lots
occurring at that size is 4% higher than the roportion of
those at the legal minimum during 1939-45; the same percentage
during 1946-50; and one per cent higher for the whole period
(1939-50). To be sure, this is some indication of upward
pressure, but it may also be partly a function of the fact that
the minimum was 12,500 sq. ft. rather than 12,000.23
The interval during which the 15,500 sq. ft. minimum was
in effect throughout all of Lexington (1951-53) was relatively
short compared with the preceding periods. (It still controls,
of course, in the central portion of the town. See Map III-B.)
The main distinction of the 1951-53 distribution is that it has
the lowest proportion of lots at the legal minimum of any of
the Lexington distributions (except where the mode is above the
minimum, of course). (See Table 6.) Moreover, there is little
indication during 1951-53 of any significant rise toward the
30,000 sq. ft. minimum established in pert of Lexington in
1954.2
Since 1953 in Lexington, there have been no unusual shifts
in the distributions, especially not in the 30,000 sq. ft. zone.
(See p. 37f below.) Most recently, though, lot sizes in the
15,500 sQ. ft. zone have shown the reversal of order found in
23. Though see the 1954-61 distribution (Table 7) with a
15,500 sq. ft. minimum.
24. The division of both towns into zones with different lot
size minimumsis discussed more fully in Ch. 4 on gross pattern.
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1929-38, with 24% at 15-16,000, 12% at 16-17,000, 18l at 17-
18,000 and 14' at 18-19,000. (See Table 9.) Whether this has
any significance in portending a rise in the modal lot size
only future events can tell.
In Needham, the interval spanned by one lot size require-
ment is longer than in Lexington; and the data is organized,
within each interval, according to decades.
During 1925-40 as a whole, the 7-8,000 sq. ft. lot (the
legal minimum) is most frequent. (See Table 10.) Taken by
decades, however, one finds distinct differences between the
distributions of 1925-29 and 1930-4O. In the former period,
45' of the lots platted were at 7-8,000 sq. ft., with 16% at
both 8-9,000 and 9-10,000 sq. ft. - a more sharply peaked dis-
tribution than for 1925-40 as a whole. During 1930-40, how-
ever, the most frequent lot size rose to 8-9,000 sq. ft.,
followed by lots at 7-8,000 sq. ft, and (thirdly) lots at 10-
11,000 sq. ft. Thus, a slight upward trend in the modal lot
size is evident during 1930-40, the decade which preceded the
1941 upgrading of the legal minimum lot size to 10,000 sq. ft.
No similar trend exists toward one-acre lots, however, also
adopted by Needham in 1941.
In the 20 years from 1941 to 1960 in Needham, the legal
minimum lot required in the two major zones25 was in each case
the most frequent lot size - 50% of the total in the 10,000 sq.
25. The 20,000 sq. ft. zone established in 1954 is not dis-
cussed here since it is very small (See Map III-I), and only
one small subdivision (as yet undeveloped) has since been
platted in the area. There is in fact rather little undevel-
oped land remaining in the zone.
ft. zone and 38% in the one-acre zone. (See Table 11.)
Taking the 1941-60 period by decades, one finds that in
the one-acre zone there is little to compare, since only about
43 residential lots were platted in that zone during 1941-49,
most of them at exactly one acre, The small npmber of lots
platted may account for the greater predomination of the legal
minimum size in 1941-49 than in the following decade, 1950-60.
(See Tables 13-14.) In any case, no upward trends are notice-
able.
In the 10,000 sq. ft. zone, though no upward change in
modal lot size is evident, the percentage of lots at 10-11,000
sq. ft. did decline from 61Z in 1941-49 to 47% in 1950-60, and
the proportion at the next few lot sizes increased slightly.
(See Tables 14-15.) The degree of central tendency has
remained so strong, however, that it is hard to consider the
26
upward motion other than quite limited.
To summarize - there is some evidence, though not neces-
sarily conclusive - that increases in the minimum lot size
requirements have been preceded by an upward shift in the
modal size of lots actually platted. This was particularly
true in both Lexington and Needham during the 1930's, or por-
27
tions thereof. In neither town, however, was there any
26. Since the 10,000 sq. ft, zone in Needham has by now been
almost fully subdivided, with much of the remaining open land
committed to public or other uses, it may be that the percen-
tage drop in lots at 10,000 sq. ft. (but without a shift in the
modal lot size) was due more to topographical factors than to
general market pressures.
27, A possible external influence toward the end of the 1930's
might have been the lot size standards adopted by the Federal
Housing Administration. In fact, however, the standards
recommended by the FRA in 1935 (6,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size
with 50' frontage) w below the legal minimums already
any trend discernible toward one acre or 30,ooo sq. ft. lots
previous to their adoption as legal minimums in sections of
each town, (See Ch. IV.)
These observations are not intended, nor should they be
interpreted, as implying any proposition such as: the public
decisions to raise legal minimum lot requirements in Lexington
and Needham were made because of an actual previous rise in
model lot size over the dimensions legally specified. In a
given instance, this may or may not have been the case; and no
analysis of the actual decisions made on this issue in each
town was undertaken in this study. The purpose of the fore-
going discussion, rather, was to investigate the general ques-
tion rafted above as to whether the modal residential lot size
might have risen in the two towns without the increase in legal
minimums. The method used was simply to check the distribu-
tions for variations in the modal lot size in periods preceding
28
the actual legal change. With a larger sample of towns, care-
fully selected as to "character" and the nature of their minimum
lot regulations, a more definite answer than that given here
might be provided. (See Ch. V.)
adopted in Lexington and Needham at that date. See Subdivi-
sions Development (Circular No. 5), Federal Housing Administra-
tion, Jan. 1935 (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C.). It may be then that the market catered to in the 1930's,
a period of relatively low subdivision activity, was of a some-
what higher economic status (relative to the times) than in
periods of massive development schemes. This fact (if true)
would definitely tend to raise the modal lot size.
28. These variations are also reflected in the changing pro-
portion of lots within 5,000 or 10,000 sq. ft. of the legal
minimum (see Tables 3, 4, 10). But this method of checking a
distribution does not necessarily reveal a shift in the modal
lot size.
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2) Turning now to a comparison of the two towns, one finds
a number of clear differences, The most striking one is the
generally stronger central tendency of the Needham lot size
distributions. In Needham, the proportion of lots within 5,000
sq. ft. of the legal minimum lot size (for each period and zone)
rarely falls below 80%, and only once below 70%. The upper lim-
it is 100%, with 90% or over occurring frequently. In Lexington,
on the other hand, the percentage of lots within 5,000 so. ft,
of the legal minimum is normally below 80o, and often below 70%.
The upper limit is 88%. This difference between the two towns
also holds true for the proportion of lots within 10,000 sq. ft.
of the minimum.
Similarly, the percentage of lots at the legal minimum
size (for each period and zone) almost never goes below 30% in
Needham, and rarely rises above 30% in Lexington. (See Tables
3-16.)
A clue to these differences can be found by looking at the
main exceptions to the general rule in each town. The distri-
butions which deviate most consistently are those for the one-
acre zone in Needham and the 30,000 sq. ft. zone in Lexington.
Moreover, the deviations are in opposite directions, so to speak.
That is, the frequency distributions for the one-acre zone in
Needham are usually less centralized than those in the 10,000
sq. ft. zone, with a lower percentage at the mode, and a lower
percentage within 5,000 and 10,000 sq. ft. of the legal mini-
mum. On the other hand, the distributions for the 30,000 sq.
ft. zone in Lexington are consistently more centralized than
those in the 15,500 sq. ft, zone,
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To put it another way, the lot size distribution in Lexing-
ton's 30,000 sq. ft. zone and in Needham's 10,000 sq, ft. zone
resemble each other more then each does the distribution in the
other lot size zone in the same town. And the same appears to
be true for the one-acre zone in Needham and the 15,500 sq. ft.
zone in Lexington.
In the former case, both the distributions have a higher
percentage of lots platted at the legal minimum than is the
case in the other lot size zone in each town, and the average
lot size is closer to the legal minimum. The distributions are
not identical, though, those in Needham having a higher per-
centage of lots within 5,000 and 10,000 sq. ft. of the required
minimum. (See Tables 7,9,11, 13-15.) The proportion of lots
at the legal minimum, however, is about the same in both the
Needham 10,000 sq. ft. zone and the Lexington 30,000 sq. ft.
zone (with variations by decade).
In the letter case (the one acre and 15,500 sq. ft. zones),
both distributions show a lesser central tendency, a higher
average lot size, and a lower percentage of lots at the legal
29
minimum then does the other zone in each town. Once again,
though, the distributions are not identical. A larger per-
centage of lots in the Needham zone are at the minimum size
then is the case in Lexington distributions. The distributions
are more similar with respect to proportion of lots within
5,000 and 10,000 sq. ft. of the legal minimum - although the
"tail" of the Needham distribution is much longer and the
29. An exception is the 1941-49 period in Needham ($ee Table
13) when very few lots were platted in the one-acre zone.
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cumulative percentages rise more slowly beyond the 10,000 sq. ft.
mark than is the case in Lexington.
One observation that may be made on the above is that
degree of deviation above the legal minimum lot does not neces-
sarily vary directly with the lot size. The characteristics
of the distribution in the Lexington 30,000 sq. ft. zone do not
bear out such a suspicion. At the least, it is one instance
where the large lot has a more centralized distribution than
the smaller.30
In addition, the phenomenon just described becomes more
interesting when one observes that following the division of
each town into two lot size zones, the majority of lots platted
in each instance have been in the zones with the more central-
31
ized distributions. (See Table 17.) This is especially true
in Needham, where an overwhelming majority of the lots counted
after 1941 were in the 10,000 sq. ft. zone. The creation of
two lot size zones was more recent in Lexington, but the same
trend is evident.
Without offering here any explanation for this fact (but
see Ch. IV), one can still raise the following questions. Does
there tend to be less deviation from the legal minimum lot,
regardless of the specified size, in the zone where at a given
time, the greatest amount of subdividing is taking place? And
is this phenomenon more pronounced when there are two zones in
30. It could be argued that 30,000 sq. ft. is not "large
enough" for the effects of size alone to be felt. But in the
end, "large enough" can only be defined by the actual charac-
teristics of distributions at different sizes.
31. That is, of course, the majority of lots counted in this
study.
_Wm
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a town? To put it another way, when a town has two minimum lot
sizes does there tend to be less deviation from the minimum
required in at least one zone than when there is a uniform mini-
mum for the whole town - regardless of the rate of subdivision?
Or is it just a matter of which part of a town is being most
heavily subdivided at a particular moment, regardless of the
number of minimum lot size zones?
In Lexington and Needham there is some evidence on both
sides of the question. On the one hand, during 1924-29 in
Lexington, when the platting rate was fairly high and when one
minimum lot size was in effect, the modal lot size was above
the 5,000 sq. ft. minimum. (See Table 3.) On the other hand,
in Needham from 1925 to 1929, also with one minimum and a high
platting rate, the distribution had as strong a central tendency
and percentage of lots at the minimum size as distributions in
the 1950's in the 10,000 sq. ft. zone - suggesting that the
rate of platting rather then the number of zones was more import-
ant. (See Table 10.) During the 1930's in both towns, when the
number and rate of lots platted fell and only one minimum lot
requirement was in effect, the deviations from the minimum were
quite marked, except in the early 1930's in Lexington.
This evidence is not conclusive, of course. And it is
possible that the critical importance of the rate of subdivision
lies in the size of the subdivisions characteristic of a period
of rapid development. For larger subdivisions may tend to have
both less overall variation in lot sizes and a higher percentage
of lots at the legal minimum. If true, this fact would probably
be largely due to the financial and economic characteristics of
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such large ventures. On the other hand, large subdivisions
also occur in periods where development is slower - but there
are simply fewer of them. And large subdivisions undertaken at
such times may have more variation, less central tendency, etc.,
than those created during periods of intensive subdivision
activity. This throws the burden of explanation back on to
the rate of development. But whatever the answer may be, it is
obvious that in order to find it a large sample of towns, with
different r ates of development and with both one and two legal
minimum lot sizes would be necessary.
5. Pre-zoning Data
Before summarizing the material and observations made in
this chapter, I propose to examine briefly lot size distribu-
34
tions from the pre-zoning period in Lexington. While this
information might be regarded as a substitute for data on towns
where zoning has not been adopted - it being evidence as to how
lot sizes behaved without zoning restrictions - differing eco-
nomic and social circumstances, as expressed through then con-
temporary subdivision practices, reduce the validity of compar-
ison with post-zoning distributions. In spite of this reserva-
tion (which will be more fully discussed below) it is still
useful and relevant to consider this material here.
32. Topography, frontage and shape of property would still be
factors tending to produce random variations, of course.
33. The evidence from Lexington and Needham indicates that this
was the case in these two towns at least See also footnote 24.
34. See Appendix, p. 80 , on the difficulties of collecting
such data for Needham.
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The data is organized into three periods: 1921-24 (post-
war); 1903-1917; and 1892-98 (with a few from 1872). Perhaps
the most striking feature of these distributions is the tre-
mendous rate at which lots were platted, even when compared
with the boom period of the 1950's. (See Table 17.) For
instance, in the four years (actually 3 1/2, since only the
first part of 1924 is included) from 1921 to 1924 over half
again as many lots were created as during the whole subsequent
era from 1924 (letter half) to 1961. And even more lots were
platted from 1892 to 1898. In large part, this was due to the
creation of a few, big uniform lot size subdivisions, the most
extravagant of which was that called "Meagherville". (See Map
IV-B.) This one subdivision accounts for approximately 3,000
of the 3,440 lots counted in the years between 1892 and 1898.36
In any case, the lot size distributions for this era in
Lexington all show a very strong central tendency, exceeding
that in all post-zoning periods (with the exception of the
30,000 sq. ft. zone, 1954-61). And the modal value is at a
37
much lower lot size, 2-3,000 sq. ft.
35. The count made during this pre-zoning period in Lexington
is probably not so complete as is the post-zoning data. But
the number of subdivisions covered is sufficient to provide a
general picture of the distributions.
36. The majority of Yeagherville's 2-3,000 sq. ft. lots lie in
a swamp, and only a small portion of the subdivision has actu-
ally been developed (some quite recently). Many of the lots
have been taken for taxes by the Town of Lexington, and various
public uses are being considered for the property. The subdi-
vision was bisected by Rt. 128, and the western portion is now
zoned for light industry. Another subdivision of scme 300
lots (termed "Lexington Estates") also lies in a swamp and has
never been developed. It is located just to the north of
Meagherville. Both are near the North Lexington railroad
station.
37. With "Meagherville" subtracted, t hough, the didtribution
changes considerably for 1892-98, with the peat at 5-6,000
sq. ft.
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This strong concentration at a very small lot size can be
misleading, however, if compared directly with the post-zoning
distributions. For the subdivision procedures of the earlier
era often differedt from those of the present. It was common
at that time for the land subdivider to operate separately from
the builder. Moreover, it was apparently the practice to pur-
chase two or more of the small, narrow lots in order to create
one site for a house (if the purchase wasn't simply specula-
tive). Therefore, the lot size distribution of this pre-zoning
era probably reflects much less accurately the residential den-
sities actually developed, since lots were often not platted
with the intention or hope that each one have a dwelling struc-
ture on it (as is usual when land is subdivided and houses
built by the same business operator). This is especially true
of the subdivisions with a very large number of very small
lots. And in such subdivisions a "lot" is notpractically
it 38
speaking, the same as a "lot" in the post-zoning years.
Many of the early subdivisions of this type (large number
of small lots) in Lexington were in fact clearly premature, and
were not developed for 30 years or more. A considerable number
of houses in the post-World War II period were erected in these
old subdivisions (dating back to 1892) - perhaps explaining in
part why fewer lots apparently were platted in Lexington after
the war than in Needham, despite Lexington's somewhat faster
rate of population growth. Since many of these old,
38. There.were also, of course, subdivisions in the Lexington
pre-zoning period that were not of this kind, and their devel-
opment was often less retarded.
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undeveloped lots were very small (2-3,000 sq. ft.) with narrow
(25-30') frontages, it is probable that the new houses built
were on two or more "lots". A most interesting study would be
to see just what net densities have actually resulted in these
areas, by checking the nnber of adjacent lots held by one
home-owner. Under the present zoning regulations, these densi-
ties are not directly controlled, since the lots were legally
recorded before zoning was enacted. As such, the actual densi-
ties which have occurred might reflect quite purely the social
preferences and economic capacity of the home-buyers, and in-
tentions of the builders.
One could, for instance, check for succeeding periods,
the actual residential lot sizes which have occurred in these
pre-zoning subdivisions as the lots have been gradually com-
bined and developed. The resultant distribution of lot sizes
in such subdivisions could be compared with distributions com-
piled from subdivisions platted during each period but which,
by contrast, were controlled by the existing minimum lot size
regulations. In effect, this would be one means of investi-
gating the problem raised above as to whether the modal lot
size would have risen without an increase in legal minimums.
For the lot sizes actually developed as house-sites in the pre-
zoning subdivisions are not under the constraint of zoning
controls. And yet it is possible that the modal size of
lots actually developed in such subdivisions has paralleled
39. This is the case in Lexington and Needham, but it need not
necessarily be so. Many legal and political issues are involved
in this matter, of course.
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the rising legal minimums. The advantage of such a study is
that it allows comparisons within one town, rather than between
towns (with all the attendant problems of comparability).
While an investigation of this nature would undoubtedly
have added a great deal to this thesis there was not, unfortu-
nately, enough time to undertake it. Moreover, the material
for carrying it out was readily available in Needham, whereas
the study could have been made only with a much greater expendi-
ture of time in Lexington. And yep, paradoxically, the study
would have been more fruitful in Lexington than in Needham. 4 0
40. There are two reasons for this situation. First, a general
property map, showing location of houses, lot sizes, and common
ownership of adjoining lots was available in Needham, but not
in Lexington. In Lexington, there is a property map drawn up
in the late 1930's (and revised), but lot sizes are not given
nor is common ownership. Up-to-date property lines and owner-
ship is kept in a card-file, and it would be extremely time-
consuming to use such a file, as it would be hard to locate the
relevant lots without getting house numbers, owners' names, etc.
Secondly, for some historical reason there do not appear
to have been quite so many subdivisions with a large number of
very small lots in Needham in the pre-zoning period - that is,
of the type of subdivisions whose development was typically
arrested. This observation is based on an inspection of a map
of existing property lines in Needham, and of some of the
older subdivision plats. Existing lot lines may be deceptive,
of course, since many lines have undoubtedly been changed.
But as far as I could tell, there were only four or so (all
from the 1890's) of that type of subdivision in Needham - and
mainly smaller, with somewhat larger lots (3-5,000 sq. ft.)
than in Lexington. With only one apparent exception, these
subdivisions were in the eastern part of Needham, at the
Newton border, rather than scattered about the town as in
Lexington. The one exception, lying just southwest of the
town center lies partly in a swamp, and much of it has been
taken for park and school land. In the eastern part of the
town, the subdivisions have either disappeared beneath Rt.
128, or the NEIC; or are zoned industrial or commercial; or
are only partly developed, with some of the land taken as town
park property.
The pre-zoning data which was gathered for Needham - for
1924, the year preceding adoption of the zoning by-law - tends
to bear out this apparent difference between the towns. See
Table 19, p. 105. The distribution for that year exhibits a modal
lot size Which was the san as that adopted a year later as the
legal minimum and has the same general characteristics of Needham
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To summarize - lot size distributions in the pre-zoning
period in Lexington, while exhibiting the same skewness of shape
found in the post-zoning era (though with an apparent greater
degree of central tendency) - cannot be directly compared with
the post-zoning distributions. The changes in subdivision and
selling practices have altered the nature of a "lot", which
formerly was often just a parcel which might be sold with sev-
eral others, rather than constituting by itself the probable
home-site.
But, in spite of this limitation, the investigation of pre-
zoning subdivisions in Lexington was useful in suggesting an
additional way of estimating the influence of zoning on rising
model lot sizes. In addition, this Lexington data has rele-
vance for the gross pattern of the town, as discussed in the
next chapter.
6. Summary
Without recapitulating this chapter in detail, the main
points made will be briefly restated here.
The effects of legal minimums on residential lot sizes
was shown in both Needham and Lexington by the positive skew-
ness of their lot size distributions, and the successively
higher modal lot size following each upgrading of the legal
requirements. In neither town, with two main exceptionsh4
Needham post-zoning distributions (though slightly less skewed).
In short, then, a study such as that proposed in the text
probably would not be so relevant or revealing for Needham,
although the data would actually, if it were wanted, be more
easily obtained,
41. See Tables 13 and 14.
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did the percentage of lots at the legal minimum go much over 60%;
and the average lot size was consistently higher than the mode
(due to the skewness).
Topography, shape of property and frontage requirements -
three legal and physical factors - were viewed as affecting
primarily the length and variability of the tail of the distri-
butions; and only secondarily the size of the modal lot or the
proportion of lots at that modal value, In other words, it was
maintained that significant shifts in the relative percentages
of lots platted at the legal minimums, or at sizes immediately
adjacent, were more likely due to social and economic pressures
operating to increase the modal lot size than to topography,
frontage, etc.
With this view in mind, the question was raised as to
whether such social and economic factors might have produced
a consistent upward trend in modal lot sizes without the
assistance of legal minimum requirements. The legal minimums
themselves, of course, are the product of social and economic
pressures operating through the mechanism of government,
rather than solely through the market-place; and the gravita-
tion toward a modal lot size is undoubtedly a result of inter-
action between preferences expressed through these two basic
decisions mechanisms. Nonetheless, it is still a fair question
as to whether the modal lot size would have risen, as it has,
if the social and economic determinants operated "on their
own", so to speak - that is, only through the market-place. 42
42. It is also a question, of course, of the proportion of lots
at the mode. The modal lot might have risen without the assist-
ance of legal minimums, but the typical lot size distribution
might have been bell-shaped instead of skewed.
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From this point of view, then, the lot size distributions
in Needham and Lexington were examined for evidence of a rise
in the modal lot size prior to the actual zoning change rais-
ing the minimum lot requirements. The strongest support for
the position that the modal lot size was rising "by itself"
was found in both towns during the decade of the 1930's, with
some indication of a similar process in Lexington in the late
1920's and perhaps in the 1940's as well. In neither town,
however, was there any indication of a real market trend
toward the larger of the two lot sizes (30,000 sq. ft. in
Lexington; one-acre in Needham). And it may be that these
lo1 sizes would not have become common in either town if the
social and economic preferences involved had not had a channel
of expression through the mechanism of government, with zoning
as an instrument for enforcement. 3
A further comparison of lot size distributions in the two
towns revealed that those in Needham were, on the average,
more centralized and had a higher proportion of lots at the
modal size, than did the Lexington distributions. A closer
examination, however, showed that these differences could be
described more accurately as dissimilarity between the distri-
butions exhibited by the two lot size zones in each town.
The Needham 10,000 sq. ft. and Lexington 30,000 sq. ft, zones
43. That, of course, is one of the purposes of government - to
give expression to demands not satisfiable through the market
process. In any case, the effect of zoning is to consolidate,
or jell, the preferences for larger lots. And once the prefer-
ences are successfully expressed through the political mechanism,
moreover, there may be feedback onto expectations to such an
extent that the market begins to produce larger lots even where
the legal requirements do not exist.
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showed greater resemblance to each other than to the other zone
in the same town. And the same was found true for the Needham
one-acre and Lexington 15,500 sq. ft. zones.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon was suggested by
the fact that in each town the zone with the more centralized,
etc., distribution was that in which the rate of subdivision was
highest. And, though the Needham-Lexington evidence here was
not conclusive, this prompted the reflection that the rate of
subdivision may be an economic pressure (reflecting mass social
preferences) which tends to increase the usual skewness of lot
size distributions under zoning. It was also suggested, among
other things, that the presence of two lot size zones, rather
than only one, might intensify this tendency.
Finally, a discussion of pre-zoning lot size distributions
from Lexington indicated that while such data did not, for
various reasons, allow by itself a valid comparison with post-
zoning distributions, a study of actual densities resulting in
the subsequent development of small lot pre-zoning subdivisions
might provide another way of answering the query as to whether
modal lot sizes would have risen without increased legal mini-
mums.
In short, then this chapter presents lot size distribu-
tions for Needham-which show, in their positive skewness and
modal lot size, the effects of legal minimum lot requirements.
But closer analysis revealed differences between successive
chronological periods, between different lot size zones, and
between the two towns. In attempting to explain these differ-
ences, proposals were made for further studies which would
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allow more refined analysis of the effects of legal minimums on
lot size distributions and, thereby, on residential densities,
IV. Analysis of Gross Pattern
The term "gross pattern" is used here to refer to the
general "outline" or shape of development, and "the broad pattern
of zones occupied by the basic element and density types." 4
This analysis, however, will make only brief reference to the
locational pattern of non-residential uses (industrial, com-
mercial, etc.) and will concentrate on the pattern which resi-
dential development has taken in Lexington and Needham. Since
residential uses predominate in the two towns, it is their
arrangement, in any case, which defines the main outline of
development. And it is on such uses that residential lot size
regulations, the subject of this study as a whole, have their
effect.
In the first part of the chapter, the general features of
gross pattern in Needham and Lexington, in that order, will be
described. This will be followed by a discussion of the rela-
tionship between that pattern and minimum lot size regulations
in the two towns.
1. Description of the Pattern
a) The most arresting, and, indeed, immediately obvious,
feature of Needham's gross pattern is the heavy, compact, con-
centration of development within the eastern part of the town.
Bounded very roughly by Central Ave., Marked Tree Rd., High
Rock St., and South St., the outline of this concentration
resembles (in two-dimensions) one half of a lemon cut crosswise.
44. Lynch and Rodwin, op. cit., p. 206.
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The cut is provided by Rt, 128.45 (See Yap Il-A.)
Within the principal settlement are found the main retail
commercial centers: Needham Center, at the junction of Highland
and Great Plain Ave.; and secondarily, Needham Heights, at West
St. and Highland Ave. Both are linear in form.46 Other small
commercial uses (mainly gas stations, food and drug stores,
greenhouses) are scattered about the town. But Highland Ave.
(and its continuation as Chestnut St.) is the main spine along
or near which most commercial activity is located.
At the northern end of Highland Ave., near Rt. 128, heavy
commercial and industrial uses fan out in depth on either side,
with the largest industrial district (New England Industrial
Center) on the far side of the circumferential route. The
original industrial area in the town at Needham Heights (see
p. 18) - mainly on the western side of Highland Ave., along
the railroad tracks and Rosemary Lake - still exists, though
some of the old mill structares are now used for other manu-
facturing purposes. A few industrial uses are located outside
these two sections - some along the railroad near Needham Cen-
ter, and others (all old knitting or textile mills) in the
45. There is, of course, open land on the eastern side of Rt.
128, along the Charles River, Formerly Newton water reserva-
tion, it is now held by the Metropolitan District Commission.
The position of Rt. 128 cuts it off almost completely from the
rest of the town (only one access road exists). And it has
had little role in the town's development, though it might be
called an eastern green-belt.
46. These two centers, established long before zoning was
adopted, have maintained their linear form since. The princi-
pal retail area at Needham Center has grown mainly north along
Highland Ave. toward Needham Heights and south along Chestnut
St. Charles River Village, the other "center" in the western
part of Needham, contains now only a gas station and a boat
rental establishment,
interior of residential blocks or along the Charles River (in
the west).
Within the main settlement, where the majority of residen-
tial, commercial, industrial and other uses exist, the only
open space are in parks, school land and sites, cemeteries, a
golf course, and pockets of undeveloped land (primarily on
the fringes along South St. and Central Ave.).
In the less developed part of Needham, while a large
extent of the land is in public, semi-public,-or institutional
uses (town forest, park, school land; US Army missile sites;
radio station; Wellesley water land; Babson Institute), at
least an equal amount is not so used, and is simply open land.
Residential development in this part of Needham consists pri-
marily in large, private, country estates (mainly near the
Charles River along South St., Charles River St., and Grove
St.); and, more recently, in one-acre house sites (with the
largest cluster at or near the Central Ave., Pine St., Charles
River St. crossings). On the eastern fringes, and in the
47
northwestern portion the residential densities are higher.
There appear to be no significant agricultural uses in the
area (unless greenhouses and nurseries are considered as such).
The large amount of undeveloped land in this part of
Needham (aside from the often extensive acreages in estates
along or near the Charles) is contained in a great rectangle
bounded by Grove St., Charles River St., Central Ave., Great
Plain Ave. and the Wellesley-Needham line. There are no
47. See below for a discussion of the subdivisions in this
area (which was not added to the one-acre zone until 1954).
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interior public streets in this area (only small access roads
or private ways). Much of the land is marshy (along Fuller-
Brook), although several hills with one sharp ridge, also
exist.
Topographical features have naturally played a role in the
creation of Needham's residential pattern. Residential devel-
opment early spread in a grid system4 8 across the flat land
around Needham Center, stopping at the obstacle of Bird's Hill
to the east, and channelling to the north along Highland Ave.,
between the ridge to the west (on which Needham Heights is
located) and hilly land to the east. The early subdivisions
near the Newton line have been noted already.49 During the
late 1920's and 1930's, Bird's Hill was sunnounted, subdivi-
sions pushed generally eastward and southward, and some strung
50
thanselves out along Great Plain Ave. in both directions,
while a few appeared near the Wellesley line. (See Map IV-A.)
In the 1940's and 1950's the holdovers in the more developed
area were filled in, the eastward push was completed (with Rt.
4b, This grid system at Needham Center is reflected in the
basically grid-like pattern of the major streets in the area
(which existed prior to subdivision activity). Without too
much stretch of the imagination, the parallel streets of Cen-
tral Ave., Highland Ave.-Chestnut St., and Webster St. (in
part), with the cross streets of Marked Tree- High Rock, Great
PlainAve., West St., and Webster St. (in part) can be seen as
a grid system. Dedham Ave., and Great Plain Ave, are more
radial,
49. See footnote 40.
50. Great Plain Ave. was the route of one of the old eledtric
car lines. The other main streetcar route was north along
Highland Ave, to Hillside, then to Webster St., Central Ave,
and on into Newton. Railroad stations exist at Needham
Heights, Needham Center, Needham Jct., Bird's Hill and Charles
River Village.
128 as the boundary); subdividing was active on the southern and
western edges of the earlier development (near High Rock St.,
and Central Ave. and South St.); and in the western and south-
western part of the town large-lot residential subdivisions
began to appear. Thus, from the original, settled area, devel-
opment has gradually fanned out fairly solidly, especially to
the east and north.
b) Turning to Lexington, a rather different pattern of
growth, and consequently existing pattern, is immediately appar-
ent. (See Maps II-B and 1I-B.) At first, in fact, there
hardly seem to be any regularities, with subdivisions scattered
here and there.51 But, if one looks more closely, some consist-
encies do appear. There is none of the compact, continuous
development one finds concentrated on one side of Needham.
Instead of a generalized grid, the main streets in Lexington
from an axial-radial system, either leading to or passing
52through Lexington Center. And, also in contrast to Needham,
there is a major metropolitan route (other than Rt. 128) pass-
ing through the town (bypassing the Center): Rt. 2. Rt. 2A
and the old Lowell Turnpike are perhaps comparable to Rt. 135
(Great Plain and Dedham Aves.) in Needham (though the latter
51. The Rit, 128 Study, op. cit., comments: "The subdivision of
Lexington has not followed any regular pattern, being dictated
by the shape and extent of farm properties bought for develop-
ment. The resulting street pattern is one of clusters with
discontinuities." (p. 105)
52. Worthen, op. cit., says that when Lexington was set off
from Cambridge at the end of the 17th century, a church was
built in the center of the town where Massachusetts Ave, and
the "path" to Watertown crossed. From then on, he maintains,
new roads built were "those that brought farmers to the meet-
ing-house", i.e., those that led to Lexington Center.
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is less radial in nature. But the two Lexington routes (especially
Rt. 2A) seem to have had more effect on patterns of commercial
uses. (See LapsII-Bd I-) Little development in Lexington is
oriented to Rt. 2, however,
The main commercial center, of course, is at Lexington
Center; with a secondary one at the other old settlement, East
53
Lexington, near the Arlington border. But there are also
clusters of local retail uses where Marrett Rd. (Rt. 2A), Lowell
St., and old Concord Ave. intersect streets leading out from
Lexington Center (or coming from another town). No really com-
parable pattern exists in Needham. Isolated commercial estab-
lishments (mainly gas, food, etc.) are found along other main
roads. The Raytheon office structure and Itek's converted
house, near Rt. 128 and Rt. 2, are probably the newest additions
to the outlying commercial uses.
There are few industrial uses in the town, those that exist
being mainly on or near the railroad or the Massachusetts Ave.-
Bedford St. axis. The new Itek plant in the manufacturing zone
in the western Lexington is the most recent use of this type.54
On the other hand, also in contrast to Needham, numerous green-
houses, nurseries, market gardens, and animal farms are found in
Lexington. They are not concentrated in any particular area,
however, and are found (large and small) in open areas through-
out the town.
On the borders of the town, various large institutional
and public uses protrude into Lexington: Arlington water land,
53. The two centers are further apart than are Needham Ceinter
and Needham Heights. And, though linear, Lexington Center is
less elongated than its Needham counterpart.
54. See p. 19.
in the area enclosed within Lowell St., Maple St., and the rail-
road; the Metropolitan State Hospital, County Sanatorium, and
Belmont Country Club at the Belmont-Waltham corner; the Cambridge
Reservoir at the Waltham-Lincoln corner; and the U.S. Air Force
(Bedford Airport) and Lincoln Laboratory (MIT) at the Bedford-
Lincoln corner.
The existence of open areas throughout Lexington (referred
to above with respect to agricultural uses) is perhaps the most
striking contrast with Needham - where most of the open land
lies in one large block in the western-southwestern part of the
town. Following the axial-radial main street system, the early
subdivisions in Lexington (from the 1890's through the 1930's)
grouped along these lines at intervals, seeking out the hills
and higher land (though not every such site is developed 55)
Thus one finds a string of subdivisions (starting at East Lex-
ington and going out to North Lexington) generally along or
near the Massachusetts Ave.-Bedford St. axis, which streets
make their way between a series of hills or rises. (See Map IVB).
The location of the subdivisions corresponds to (though was not
necessarily caused by) the several railroad stations in Lexing-
ton (at East Lexington, Pierce's Bridge, Munroe, Lexington Cen-
ter and North Lexington). And the main street railway line in
Lexington followed that axis.
In addition, there are groups of older subdivisions (also
mainly on high sites) at the Marrett Rd.-Waltham St. crossing
(Waltham St. also had a street railway line), and between
55. This excludes, of course, the unsuccessful attempts to
create home sites in swamps. See footnote 36.
Massachusetts Ave. and Marrett Rd. in the direction of Lincoln
(this part of Massachusetts Ave. had no street railway 56). But
there are also old subdivisions located here and there about the
town, often on or near the main streets, but still somewhat iso-
lated,
In the 1940's and 1950's, while there has been some infill-
ing (mainly to the south and west) by subdivisions in the open
areas that run in toward the petal-shaped cluster at Lexington
Center, a major portion of the subdividing activity has been
concentrated in the outer areas of the town, especially in the
northeastern part near the Burlington, Woburn and Winchester
lines - again with the elevated sites sought after.57 But this
general outward expansion from the older settled areas has not
taken place in the more or less continuous fashion found in
Needham and a very scattered pattern has been produced. As a
result large, pockets of open land (some agriculturally used,
some not) remain in Lexington, often penetrating close to the
town center.58
56. One can make too much of the influence of the street rail-
ways. It was probably important along the main Massachusetts
Ave.-Bedford St. axis. But towards Woburn along Woburn St.,
for instance, only one early subdivision of any size is to be
found - and most of it was not developed until the 1950's after
the street railways had ceased to operate.
57. The actual construction of houses has taken place through-
out the town, though, with the development of older, partly-
filled subdivisions. See p. 43.
58. It should be emphasized that, unlike Needham, there is not
a large, flat area around the town center. Rather, a combina-
tion of low land (sometimes marshy) and hills exists. The
creation of a neat grid of streets was thus made less likely.
ww
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2. Relationship to Lot Size Regulations
The generalized description presented above of gross pat-
terns in Lexington and Needham provides the basis for a discus-
sion of the relationship between these patterns and minimum lot
size regulations in each town. At first glance, one is tempted
simply to say that in Lexington the legal lot size requirements
appear to have had little effect on the gross pattern since
subdivisions, though with certain regularities in location,
appear throughout the town. Whereas in Needham, the area of
concentrated development and the less dense, open part of the
town correspond almost exactly to lot size zones which have
been in effect for some 20 years (with a few modifications).
Lexington, on the other hand, did not adopt patterned lot size
regulations (i.e., two or more zones with different minimums)
until 1954.
To say this, however, is not to say everything, or enough.
It is perhaps profitable as well to examine the conditions which
have affected the Needham pattern - and to pose the question of
what would have happened in Lexington if it had adopted pat-
terned lot size zoning approximately when Needham did (1941).
The Needham pattern of sharp differentiation between the
eastern, developed part of the town, and the western-southwestern
open area is a pattern of long-standing, and was well established
when one-aere zoning was introduced in 1941. Several important
elements have aided the maintenance of this pattern, in particu-
lar, the circulation system, topography, and socio-economic
factors.
The one State numbered highways- which passes through
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Needham (besides Rt. 128) does do in a crosswise fashion (almost
parallel to Rt. 128), rather than lengthwise (more or less) as
do Rt. 2A, Rt. 2, and the old Lowell Turnpike in Lexington. And
the other main axis in Needham, Highland Ave.-Chestnut St.,
drops away to the south, while in Lexington the lengthwise
direction of Massachusetts Ave, is picked up and continued in
Bedford St. Central Ave.,while important in the local circula-
tion system, is no direct link with major outside destinations.
This is simply another way of saying that Needham is not on any
major metropolitan radial (either new or old) as Lexington has
long been. Needham lies below the main Boston-Worcester axis
through Wellesley, etc. And this position has undoubtedly
influenced the town's overall pattern of development.
Moreover, as pointed out earlier, the great open space
contained within the rectangle of Grove St., Charles River St.,
Central Ave., Great Plain Ave,, and the Wellesley Line has few
interior roads, so that subdivision in any depth would require
the construction of many streets. And in fact the earliest sub-
division of any size in the western area took place in one of
the most accessible spots: the flat, triangular shaped pieceaof
land between Pine St., Charles River St., and Central Ave.
(and the frontage opposite on Pine St.). (See Map IV A.)
The topography in this large bloc was not especially con-
ducive to subdivision, either, much of it being low and swampy
(though some high land does exist). The topography in the
rest of the western-southwestern part of Needham, while rough
in places (and low in some spots along the Charles River) is
not on the whole difficult terrain.
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But many of the most attractive sites have long been taken
up by private residential country estates, whose owners were
apparently attracted to Needham by the pleasures of life along
the Charles. These estates do not comprise all of the open
western area; but the proportion is significant enough so that
their presence has very likely been important. Such landowners,
often with very large holdings, are not usually under the same
type of economic pressure that is evident when a farmer finally
decides to give up an unprofitable venture and sell out for
subdivision. And it is interesting to note that, although a
few of the estates have been platted in the last few years, the
earliest subdivisions in the western area were on land formerly
used for agricultural or semi-agricultural purposes.59 In short,
the economic characteristics of much of the land-holdings, as
well as the social status and purposes of the estate owners, has
provided a socio-economic basis for resistance to subdivision
60
in the western part of Needham.
When Needham adopted zoning in 1925, then, there were no
subdivisions of any size in the western-southwestern area,
During the rest of the 1920's and through the 1930's, the town
grew mainly eastward and northward. (See Map IV-A.) Some
59. This information-is taken from land use maps prepared In
the late 1930's by the Massachusetts Planning Board. (WPA
project #20677).
60. The little settlement at Charles River Village, though un-
doubtedly more lively once than now (the large dairy farm there
has been abandoned apparently), has never shown much tendency
to expand through its own inner dynamics.
Some of the estates may represent the subdivision of much
older farms, of course. But this type of subdivision has
rather different results for density than the usual activity
indicated by the term.
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subdivisions did appear to the south, however, pushing toward
High Rock St., and South St.; and others occurred out along or
near Great Plain Ave. (in both directions). Often (though not
always) these plats started at a lot size above the minimum
61
required at the time (7,000 sq. ft.). And at the end of the
1930's one small subdividion (Reddington Road) even had lots
up to one acre. In the northwestern area brought under one
acre zoning in 1954, the same tendency to plat lots somewhat
62
above the legal minimum was also evident.
In view of this upward trend in lot sizes on the fringes
of the western area of Needham, one might ask whether something
close to one-acre lots might not have become common in that
area even without the 1941 zoning change. But, in fact, only
one subdivision (Reddington Rd.) showed any tendency to plat
lots that large. And if one looks at the original plan sub-
mitted in 1941 by Simon of Simon vs, Town of Needham,63 one
61. For instance, Barrett St., platted in 1925, started at 6-
9,000 s.f., and 11 of its 24 lots were 11-12,000 s.f. Birchwood
Rd., 1924, had one lot at 9-10,000 sf., 5 at 10-111,000 a.f.,
and 12 between 13-16,000 s.f. out of 21 (some lot lines changed
since). Colonial Rd., 1939, started at 10-11,000 s.f. (4) and
ran up to 23-24,000 s.f. (21 lots). Most of the lots in the old
subdivision at Lawton Rd. (near Great Plain Ave.) were above the
minimum later set. At Parkvale and Emerson Rds., though, the
majority were at 7-8,000 s.f. A slightly later subdivision,
Robinwood Rd. (1946) also was above average, with 4 lots out of
14 at 19-20,000 s.f., and the lowest at 11-12,000 s.f.
62. The large subdivision, Powderhouse Park (1930-33), on Great
Plain Ave. near the Wellesley line, had nearly half of its 87
odd lots at 10,000 s.f., and all but four of the rest were
above that size. Clarke Circle (1933-39), started at 12,000
s.f., and its 35 lots ranged from there up to 38,000 s.f.
There were some exceptions, too; and in the 1950's the tendency
was to stay quite close to the 10,000 s.f. minimum (Rolling
Lane, Briarwood Circle, Carol Rd.).
63. See footnote 11.
L
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finds that about half of the 59 lots (reduced thereafter to 23)
were at 15-16,000 sq. ft., the largest being 20-21,000 sq. ft.
and the smallest 13-14,000 sq. ft. If the western area of
Needham had been open to subdivisions of this lot size arb
appeal to a larger market than that available for one-acre lots
64
(and somewhat more expensive houses ) might have been feasible.
On the other hand, one might argue that the large estate owners
had no intentions of subdividing anyway; and that the rate of
development in the western area (which has been fairly slow
since the 1941 zoning change) would have been about the same.
Thus while the densities of residential subdivisions in the two
parts of the town would have been closer together than they are
now, the western area might still have remained relatively
open., oldne-learloy differentiated at the boundary. 65
This is all speculative, of course. It is at least con-
ceivable that the one-acre zoning may have relieved pressures
to develop in the western area, and stabilized a pre-existing
pattern. "Relieve" should be read "defer", however, for devel-
opment (though proceeding slowly) is occurring. Whether the
country estates will remain a permanent deterrent, or consti-
tute in effect a transition from farm to urban subdivision
66
remains to be seen.
The purpose of this long discussion has been to illuminate
65. The recent purchase by the town or forest, park and school
land (as well as other institutional uses in the area) will
probably maintain this differentiation, forming a minor green
belt.
66. While economic pressures such as those on agriculture may
now exist, other factors may also be operative. As the western
part of Needham begins to fill up, the "exclusive" character of
the area (or some such appeal) may be diluted; snd there will
be an incentive to move on.
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the basis of Needham's main pattern characteristic, and to shed
light on the coincidence of the boundaries of that pattern with
the principal one-acre zone. If one asks whether patterned lot
67
size zoning in Lexington would have had a similar effect, one
must consider the question in the above context.
The differences in circulation system patterns between the
two towns have already been described. Suffice to say here that
the presence of major metropolitan radials in Lexington (both
old and new) has helped to stretch the subdivisions across the
town. There are hills (a few of which are dominant), with
intervening low areas (some swampy), more or less throughout
the town.
Lexington has no Charles River to provide a sharp boundary
for the town, or to act as an especially strong magnet for
large private residential estates. On the other hand, it has
had many large agricultural land holdings; and to date, far
more agricultural uses remain in Lexington than in Needham,
In any case, whatever the reason, there is no one clearly dif-
ferentiated part of the town which has long been set off as
residential estate country, to the extent evident in Needham.
When one investigates the "peripheral" area of Lexington -
67. I am not considering here any differences in rates of popu-
lation growth in the two towns as a whole (as distinct from
different parts of each town). In fact, as noted in Table 1,
and in Ch. II, they have been quite similar. It is possible,
though, that Needham's one-acre zoning may have slightly slowed
the overall growth recently.
68. Lexington has other attractions, of course. The 1937 WPA
land use map for Lexington, however, shows some seven private
estates (distinct from various agricultural holdings). On the
Needham map from the same period nearly 50 such estates can be
found.
taking the line drawn in 1954 between the 15,500 and 30,000 sq.
ft. zones - an immediate contrast with Needham is apparent.
Even before zoning was adopted by Lexington in 1924, many sub-
divisions had appeared in what is now the 30,000 sq. ft. zone.
(See Maps III-B and IV-B.) Their lot sizes ranged from 2-3,000
sq. ft. (e.g., in part of "Meagherville"; "Colonial Acres" off
Wood St., and Webb St. (off Woburn St.), through the middle
ranges (5,000 sq. ft. and up), with at least one subdivision
having many lots (20 or so) between 30-40,000 sq. ft. (Blossom
Crest Rd. off Waltham St.). Many of these areas, as noted in
Ch. III, were not developed for decades (or never developed).
During the post-zoning period up through the early 1940's,
a few plats were made in this "peripheral" area (at least one
of which, Coolidge Ave. (1926), had lots starting at 9-10,000
sq. ft. (above the minimum). The majority of the subdivisions,
however, took place in what is now the inner, 15,500 sq. ft.
zone.
If in 1941 Lexington had adopted a larger minimum (30,000
sq. ft. or more) in the outer area than in the inner one, a
large number of non-conforming lots would have been created -
in contrast to Needham where most of the lots in the one-acre
zone were well over that amount. These same lots were made
non-conforming in 1954, however. And given a zoning policy of
not requiring changes in conforming lots legally recorded be-
fore adoption of a new minimum lot requirement (or of zoning
itself), the creation of a 30,000 sq. ft. zone had as little
69. This may not be the "best" line, but it is convenient and
reflects to some degree differences in amount of open land.
-65-,
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effect on existence of the early plats as it would have had in
1941. In other words, even if a larger minimum lot for the
outer area had been added in 1941, its potential effect in
creating a sharper pattern differentiation between the two
(present) zones would have been minimized by the presence of
the older subdivisions.
While thus limited in its possible total effect, the adop-
tion of a 30,000 sq. ft. (or higher) outer zone in 1941 would
certainly have affected the sizes of lots platted during 1946-
53 in what is now the 30,000 sq. ft. zone. It is relevant to
ask, then, what actually were the characteristics of the lots
created in that area at that time.
Dividing the subdivisions by location (those now in the
33,000 sq. ft. zone; and those now in the 15,500 zone) and by
period (1946-50, under the 12,500 sq. ft. minimum; and 1951-53
under the 15,500 sq. ft. minimum), the lot size distributions
show the following. (See Tables 20-21, pp. 106-7).
During 1946-50, when 46% of the lots platted were in the
(now) 30,000 sq. ft. zone, the lot size distribution in the
outer area was more centralized than that in the inner, with a
higher percentage of lots within 5,000 and 10,000 sq. ft. of
the legal minimum. Concurrently, the modal lot size in the
outer area was at the legal minimum, whereas the inner area had
a peak lot size slightly above the 12,500 sq. ft. required.70
From 1951 to 1953, the situation reversed itself, in a sense.
The distribution of lots platted in the inner area showed the
70. In both cases, the distributions differ from the "usual"
pattern for Lexington. See Ch. III.
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common Lexington pattern - 24% at the minimum lot size; 69%
within 5,000 sq. ft. and 83% within 10,000 sq. ft. of the legal
minimum. On the other hand, the lot size distribution in what
is now the 30,000 sq. ft. zone was unusually even - 14%, 13%,
13% for the first three lot sizes, with an 11% popping up at
21-22,000 sq. ft.
There is, therefore, some evidence to suggest that an up-
ward trend in modal lot sizes was occurring in the outer area
during 1951-53, but not during 1946-50. Whether 30,000 sq. ft.
lots (or close to that) would eventually have become the modal
lot size, one cannot tell. That it would have become as if a
minimum lot requirement at that level had been adopted before
the war is almost certain.
One may speculate briefly as to what the effect on Lexing-
ton's rate of growth would have been if a large lot size zone
had been created in the early 1940's. Given the number of lots
platted after 1954, under the 30,000 sq. ft. minimum - (60% of
the total counted for the town) - it seems unlikely that the
rate would have slowed drastically, since strong market demand
71
appears to exist.
It is possible, though, that early adoption of a larger
lot zone would have channeled more of the 1946-53 platting into
what is now the inner area. The rate of growth would thus not
necessarily have been lessened, but the growth itself might
71. The slow development of the one-acre zone in Needham may
have been due as much to the unwillingness of estate owners to
subdivide as to the size of the lot required. See Ch. III.
The Lexington farm land, moreover, appears more vulnerable to
economic pressures, and a large lot size might have had little
restraining influence in such a situation.
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have been more concentrated in one part of the town. Nonetheless,
a sharp differentiation between the two zones, such as exists in
Needham, would probably not have been possible in any case, given
the reasons stated above.
The weakness of any discussion such as this is that one
simply cannot be sure what would have happened if..... But it
does have value in revealing the pre-conditions - physical,
social and economic - for certain minimum lot size zoning poli-
cies, and suggesting their possible effects and limitations. In
addition, an indication is gained of the types of factors one
might wish to hold constant, or deliberately vary, in studying
further the relationships investigated here.
3. Summary
To sum up - the existence of a one-acre zone coincident
with the boundaries of the differentiated parts of Needham is
not necessarily the reason for this sharp distinction. But
though the Needham pattern had a well-established previous
existence, the one-acre zone may have aided considerably the
maintenance of such a pattern, and its role should not be
underestimated.
On the other hand, the absence of such a clear differen-
tiation in Lexington cannot be merely accounted for by absence
of patterned lot size zoning at an early date; nor would the
early adoption of such a policy have produced such a pattern,
because of the location of subdivisions in the town prior to
any zoning at all.
In a sense, of course, one is simply saying that Needham
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is Needham and Lexington is Lexington, each with its own peculiar
history, unique physical characteristics, etc. But the tempta-
tion to generalize still exists. And one may state, at least
as broad hypotheses, that: 1) uniform lot size zoning through-
out a town, while it affects the over-all density, is unlikely
to have any effects, of its own, on patterns of density;
2) the effects of patterned lot size zoning (two or more zones)
in creating sharply defined patterns of density depend on: the
period in the town's development when such zoning was adopted;
the differential in lot sizes between the zones; and the size
of the zones themselves; 3) the influence of such patterned
zoning is strongly limited by the physical and economic char-
acteristics of the land involved.7
72. For one thing, the development of the old, premature sub-
divisions already scattered about Lexington, might have been
even further stimulated by early adoption of a 30,000 sq. ft.
minimum.
73.These generalizations apply partic uia rly to singe~~ramily
residence zoning. Where a large amount of two-family or mul-
tiple-family dwellings exist the pattern differentiations have
additional determinants.
74. The 20,000 sq. ft. zone in Needham, for example, has had
little influance on town pattern because of its small size and
position.
75. It may be that particular physical shapes allow greater
differentiation in pattern. Needham's half and half form may
be inherently more easy to stabilize by zoning that a center
vs. surrounding periphery arrangement.
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V. Suggestions for Further Research
The tentative explanations advanced for the data presented
in the two preceding chapters can only be tested by sampling
more towns. The value, hopefully, of an exploratory study such
as this is that it provides some guide for further work.
76
A few research suggestions have already been made. In
this final chapter, ideas for additional investigation of the
particular zoning regulation studied in this essay will be
developed; proposals for examining the rea tionship between
zoning and another aspect of land use pattern - grain - will be
outlined; and, in conclusion, some general reflections will be
made on zoning and the study of its "effects".
1. Minimum Lot Regulation Studies
The question posed in Ch. III whether and in what manner
modal lot sizes would have risen in the long run without
increases in the legal minimum requirement -- could be explored
more fully by taking towns which have experienced considerable
development since the 1930's, but which have either not raised
their minimums or have no lot size regulations. The difficulty
here is that such towns may tend to have developed to a consid-
erable size at an early (pre-zoning) date. And, due in part to
this fact, their socio-economic character may be such as to
attract smaller lot size subdivisions, But so long as there
was open land which could be developed during the last two or
so decades, thus ruling out the innermost parts of the
76. See p. 29 and p. 44ff.
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metropolitan area, this factor could at least be held constant
by careful selection of towns. The real difficulty might be
finding enough towns that have grown considerably and not raised
their minimum lot requirements.
One could also, of course, examine one or more towns which
have only very recently adopted zoning regulations, and thus
minimum lot requirements. Once again, though, such towns may
not be easy to find, and are likely, where they exist, to be on
the fringes of the metropolitan area with heavy development
just beginning (if they are not completely rural). Such towns,
however, would provide data over a long time-span on the be-
havior of lot sizes without zoning controls.
The problem of locating suitable towns - as well as the
difficulties of comparability - could be solved in part by
making a study such as that proposed in Ch. III. Thatis, the
actual densities occurring in the development of pre-zoning
small lot subdivisions could be examined, and an intra-town
comparison made of shifts in modal lot sizes. It might be
that, where feasible, this would be a particularly valuable
77. In such areas, where multi-family housing most likely pre-
dominates, lot size regulationsfor single-family houses would
not be of much importance anyway, and other aspects of zoning
ordinance would be of more interest.
78. Woburn appears to be one candidate, as it apparently has
only a general residence district with ao lot size regulations
(or low minimums). Woburn had a large, early development, with
a population of 15,000 in 1910. In various ways it has a some-
what different socio-economic flavor from the towns studied in
this essay. It has had, however, a net-in-migration of over
5,000 persons, 1950-60, and a&total increase of over 10,000
(see Population Movements in Massachusetts, op. cit.). Boston
is not the only metropolitan area which could be studied, of
course; and comparisons between different cities in different
parts of the country might reveal additional differences in
lot size distributions.
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type of study and could be used as a check on inter-town compar-
isons.
If one were more interested in the relationship between lot
size regulations and gross patterns of residential development,
it would be useful to study more towns which had adopted two or
more lot sizes before the post-World War II wave of suburban
development, as well as those which did so later in the postwar
period. The number of different lot sizes, the size differen-
tial between them, the level of the largest minimum, etc., would
all be factors, among others, to watch. These towns could be
compared with others which, while upgrading their legal minimums,
had maintained a uniform lot size for the whole town.
An additional problem to be explored is the relationship
between rate of growth and degree of central tendency in the
lot size distribution. One might deliberately compare selected
towns with different rates of growth to explore this relation-
ship, though there would undoubtedly be problems in holding con-
stant other characteristics (including the lot size regulations
themselves).
The problem of comparability of towns selected is bound to
be a difficulty whatever the size of the sample taken, but the
larger the sample the more one could begin to detect general
patterns (if such exist) in lot size distributions. The method
of measuring deviations from minimum requirements, while neces-
sary to uncover the actual distribution of lot sizes, is not
sufficient in itself to provide an explanation of deviation pat-
terns, as was pointed out in Ch. I, and as was evident through-
out this study. Thus, in part, a larger sample of towns would
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also allow more reliable correlations between such patterns and
underlying social, economic and physical determinants.
But further study of these determinants through a decision-
making approach would be necessary in order to reveal details
as to how different types of subdividers regard minimum lot
regulations, lay out their plats, select land, etc. The
decision-making approach, however, would limit one more or less
to the present. For study of past decisions one would have to
refer to the actual results, i.e., the lot sizes as platted.
Decision-making studies would thus be no substitute for sampling
many towns and developing correlations between lot size distri-
butions and relevant variables. But they would add another
dimension to the analysis, as well as allowing a comparison be-
tween stated intentions and objectives (as revealed to ques-
tionnaires and interviews) and the actual empirical results of
the decisions made.
The "social" effects of minimum lot size regulation are
another area for possible research. For instance, the "prob-
lem" of social homogeneity in a suburbia dominated by single-
family residences has exercised many planners and social
critics; and possible social ills resulting from excessive and
rigid lot size regulations has attracted some attention. Using
some index of social homogeneity or differentiation, one could
take towns with a variety of lot size regulations (one uniform
size; two or more sizes; large and small, etc.) and attempt to
detect any relationship between lot sizes and social homogeneity.79
79, One suspects, of course, that the principal social differ-
entistions occur between single-family dwellers (taken as a
whole regardless of lot size (within reason), and residents of
multi-family structures. Moreover, value of homes may be a more
telling index than size of lot. It would be interesting to
know, however, if these suspicions were correct,
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Similarly, demographic effects, especially rate of growth,
might be directly correlated with large lot minimums using a
80
wide variety of towns (and if possible more than one metro-
politan area, since overall growth rates differ). Such a study
would necessarily have to examine carefully the other factors
which influence growth rates.
Doubtless there are many other studies which might be
made, and the purpose here was simply to suggest in general
terms a number of possibilities. It may be noted in passing
that, in a sense, all the minimum specifications in a zoning
ordinance or by-law may be regarded as a "model" of development
(in those respects) - that is, a picture of what might occur if
all the minimums were adhered to in all instances. Deviations
indicate the role of factors underlying and affected by the
legal requisites, and can be investigated in any case to deter-
mine their importance.
2. Zoning and Grain Analysis
Investigation of the relationship between "grain" and
zoning is one way in which the physical effects of use regula-
tions in zoning, as distinct from minimum standards, might be
determined.
80. One wonders, for instance, if other ccmnunities similar to
Needham, with one-acre zones of long standing, have continued
to grow at the pace that Needham has, Of course, the majority
of development has taken place in the 10,000 sq. ft. zone -
clear evidence, incidentally, that the maxim stated in Simon
vs, Town of Needhan (that "A zoning by-law cannot be adopted
for the purpose of setting up a barrier against the influx of
thrifty and respectable citizens....") has been fulfilled thus
far. See also Zoning for Minimum Lot Area, The Communities
Research Institute Project, Villanova University (Villanova
University School of Law, 1959).
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"Grain" - or the extent of "coarse" or "fine" interrela-
tionships between element types and densities - can be described
by measurement of distances between a given type or density to
the nearest type or density which differs from it (i.e., is so
81
classified ). An average distance between types and densities
can thus be obtained (as well as a whole frequency distribu-
tion).
Any study of the relationship between zoning and grain
would have to distinguish the zoning regulations which might
affect these distances.
The varieties of adapted space and activity types, and
densities of the same, constitute the components of grain - and
one could measure distances between four different element types
and densities - or fourteen. Thus the number of elements and
densities distinguished depends on one's classification system
(which could be very broad or very refined). The size of dif-
ferent "use" and density zoning districts and their location
with respect to each other is thus of great irrportance in deter-
mining the character of grain, whereas the effects on grain of
the number of uses permitted by zoning, or the densities
allowed, are relative to one's system of classification.82
81. See Lynch and Rodwin, op. cit., p. 205 ff. Lynch has
developed the idea of grain and its messurement. There are
various techniques of measurement (linear, time, street dis-
tance, etc.), and various classifications of types and densi-
ties to be distinguished for measurement. It was originally
hoped that a study of the relationship between grain and the
relevant zoning regulations could be undertaken in this study,
and some preliminary measurements were made. But it soon
appeared that the time required to make a thorough analysis was
not to be had.
82. Where distances are measured between residential dwelling.
units and other uses, residential density regulations are im-
portant, since each unit counts for one measurement.
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Policies on non-conforming uses are an important influence
on grain, since elimination of such uses would presumably have
F tcoarsening" effect - though this effect would differ with
respect to activities and adapted space. Consider, for instance,
a small commercial activity in a housing building-type. If its
operation were enjoined, and the structure was returned to fam-
ily activities, the grain of activities would be affected, but
the grain of adapted space would not be.
Special permit provisions affect grain considerably by allow-
ing activitieses to locate in areas not open to them as a matter
of right, thus reducing the effect on grain of separating cer-
tain uses into zoning districts.
The general form of a zoning ordinance, moreover, plays
an important role in determining grain. One might hypothe-
size, for instance, that the more exclusive (fewer different
activities) were its zoning districts, the coarser the grain
of a community would be, other things being equal. A cumula-
tive zoning ordinance or by-law would presumably have pro-
gressively less effect on grain as one descends from the
"higher" to the "lower" uses. Moreover, zoning obviously does
not affect the grain of different activities permitted within
a given zoning district (e.g., if greenhouses are allowed in a
residential district as a matter of right, the grain of dwell-
ing structures and greenhouses is not influenced by zoning).
All of these regulations, in form or substance, affect
grain but do not directly regulate it. Direct regulation would
be a specification that activities A and B or building types
C and D must be so many feet apart. This kind of provision may
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occur in boundary regulations of different use districts, but
its effect on overall grain is probably limited.
Having determined the relevent zoning regulations (or
chosen one of particular interest), and having selected the
classes of building types and/or activities to be considered,
one could then follow a number of procedures. For instance,
one might compare communities possessing cumulative zoning
ordinances with those having exclusive district zoning, look-
ing for differences in the grain of the activities, etc.,
selected. The same might be done with various special permit
and non-conforming use policies or provisions; or with sizes
and shapes of zoning districts. In the case of special permit
policies, one could, for instance, determine grain both with
and without measurements to uses known to be located on a site
by special permit, and then compare the results. One could
also attempt to separate out the influence of zoning regula-
tions on adapted space and on activities. Compilation of early
land uses maps and other historical data would allow a compari-
son of changing grain over time with changes in zoning regula-
tions, map amendments, etc.
In making such studies a knowledge of the factors other
than zoning which influence location and number of specified
uses within a district (or, to put it another way, which influ-
ence the original location and quantity of uses on which the
zoning districts were based) would be necessary. For, as
always in studying the effects of zoning, one must try to sep-
arate out its role from the influence of many other variables.
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These suggestions for analysis of the relation between grain
and zoning are of necessity presented in general terms. Since
little study of grain in general has been done, let alone its
relation to zoning, few guidelines exist. Doubtless if one
actually undertook such an investigation, the experience itself
would generate greater precision of approach and produce addi-
tional insights.
3. Concluding Remarks
This thesis has concentrated on the physical effects of
zoning in particular the influence of minimum lot regula-
tions on residential lot sizes and gross pattern. Other types
of effects may be of equal interest to planners, however. And
the focus of one's ooncern will be determined in part by the
type of urban environment with which one is dealing. For
instance, in the inner parts of a city standards for apartment
house construction and regulations for conversion from single
to multi-family residence structures will be of greater rele-
vance than lot sizes for single-family houses. One may be
interested in determining, for example, the market requirements
for constructing apartments, and deciding whether existing zon-
ing standards are deterring economicaloperations. Pressures
toward higher densities might be detected in illegal conversions
to multi-family dwellings and/or in the volume of applications
for such conversions, for instance.
The goals of the community are also of considerable
83. See p. 9; and method 4) for studying the effects of
zoning.
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importance in directing oness interests. If r town wants to
encourage new apartment construction, etc., revision of the
zoning laws to achieve that objective might have high priority;
and knowledge of the effects of the existing regulations in
deterring market demand would be valued. But if a town felt
the opposite, it would be content with its zoning rules. Thus
a "good" ordinance for one town would be a "bad" ordinance for
the other, since those adjectives can be applied only with ref-
erence to individual or "cammunity" values.
It becomes evident that knowledge of the degree to which
given zoning controls satisfy the objectives of a town or city
affects the "practical" value of any knowledge of the conse-
quences of zoning regulations. But the difficulty in using a
"goal-satisfaction" method for the study of the effect of zon-
ing lies not only in problems of measurement but in the elusive-
ness of "community objectives". Unanimity is not common among
human beings; and internal community disagreements about a zon-
ing change are in reality differences of opinion as to the
desirability of the expected consequences of the change.
But the expected consequences are not always those that
actually occur. And it is here that the planner, regardless of
community goals, and of whether his knowledge will be put to
immediate use, has an important role. For greater understand-
ing of the effects of zoning will enable him to illuminate
controversies by distinguishing between vague possibilities
and reasonable expectations. This thesis is a modest contri-
bution toward that end.
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Appendix
In gathering data on lot sizes for this study, three
principal problems were encountered. Decisions had to be made
on: 1) the size and number of subdivisions to be used; 2) the
date at which the subdivision took place; and 3) the importance
of subsequent lot line revisions. The subdivision plat files
of the Town Engineering Departments of Needham and Lexington
were used; and while sufficient to carry out the study, the
files were not always organized just as or as completely as
one might wish,
1) Size and number of subdivisions used. No sampling
technique was used in choosing the number of subdivisions whose
lot sizes would be counted. Rather, a complete enumeration was
attempted of subdivisions platted following adoption of the
original zoning by-laws. As one might expect, however, the
records of plats decrease in completeness the further back in
time one goes (though this differed between the two towns),
although it is unlikely that any significant bias in the data
was thereby introduced.
A greater problem existed in the fact that the smaller
subdivisions (5 lots or less) were usually not filed in the
same manner as the larger ones, especially if they were on
existing, rather than new, streets (which they tend to be) and
did not reauire approval under the subdivision control laws.
(The requirement of such approval affected to some extent the
fashion in which the plats were filed and therefore the ease
of locating them.)
The procedure followed then was to go through the main
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subdivision plat file (in Needham, a particular set of drawers;
in Lexington, a list with a convenient location map), counting
the lots and recording the sizes of all the plats found there-
in, and locating them on a large scale map of the town. Fortu-
nately in both cases the main file was chronologically orga-
nized and contained the majority of the subdivisions shown on
the town map.
The next step was to spot the subdivisions for which no
plat had been found, and, using the card file, organized by
streets, attempt to find the plat. In Needham, the assessors'
maps were sometimes useful at this point. In the case of the
large subdivisions, this method was usually successful, but the
smaller ones - especially along existing streets - were elusive.
(In particular, the Bird's Hill section of Needham, developed
piecemeal apparently in the 1920's and 1930's could not be ade-
quately surveyed (See Map IV-A). After following this procedure
as long as time would allow, a point of diminishing returns set
in - when the missing plats could not be found or when a map of
existing streets at the time the zoning by-law was enacted sug-
gested that the plat was made prior to 1924 or 1925. (In the
case of Lexington, though, the completeness of the subdivision.
records and their good organization allowed a count of lot
sizes in all major subdivisions back to the 1890's. See Text.
In Needham such a count would have taken a prohibitive amount
of time.)
The result of this situation is that smaller subdivisions
and subdivisions along streets (both not usually found in the
main file) are perhaps not sufficiently represented in the
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frequency distributions compiled, though an attempt was made to
include as many as possible. For what it is worth, though., I
would estimate that their underrepresentation does not alter
the main features of the lot size distribution, since they
comprise a minority of the lots platted.
2) The date at which the subdivision took place. Preci-
sion as to the subdivision date was important since it was
necessary to know which lot size requirement was in effect
when the plat was made. Otherwise it would be difficult to
estimate the effects of the minimum lot regulations. More-
over, some picture of the chronological sequence of subdivision
plats within the town was important for the analysis of gross
pattern.
In general, the approval date of the Board of Survey or
Planning Board (depending on the period) was taken as the sub-
division date, although this might not be the date when the
plan was legally registered or recorded, or actually developed
with dwelling structures. In the more recent plans the date
was usually clear, but in the older plats ambiguities sometimes
occurred. For instance, in some cases a date of approval could
not be found - usually when the plat was not in the main sub-
division file. The only plan available might be a registry
plan(or land court plan) on which the approval date was not
recorded, and the registration date was not always an accurate
indicator of when the original plat was made (though developed
sites on a plan, or lot sizes below the minimum then required,
gave some indication).
Fortunately, extreme ambiguities were not too common, and
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were more numerous where small subdivisions, and subdivisions
along existing streets were involved. Often the uncertainty
simply involved placing a subdivision in one of a certain number
of years, all of which were within the control of a particular
minimum lot requirement. At the boundary years between changes
in lot size minimums it was sometimes not clear whether the
plat was made before or after the change, though in general it
wa evident from the lot sizes themselves. Nonetheless, some-
times, though not frequently, a plat was dated and approved in
a particular year, but had lot sizes below the minimum then
required, This either meant that it was part of a plat dated
from an earlier peliod (though no plan could be found), or that
the lot(s) was not intended to be developed as a house-site,
(The zoning regulation says that no dwelling shall be erected
on a lot of less than a certain size, not that smaller lots
cannot be created at all,) In general, however, the dates are
probably correct, though some inaccuracies may exist,
3) The importance of subsequent lot line revisions.
Fairly precise information as to the actual lot sizes was of
course essential, since it was differences in square feet of
lot which were important. In almost all instances the plats
indicated the lot sizes, though on some of the older plans the
data was not given (and the lot sizes either had to be esti-
mated, when possible, or omitted from the count).
The decision to count lot sizes on the original plat,
rather than at the time when the dwelling structures were actu-
ally placed on the land, meant that subsequent revisions of lot
lines were not taken into account in the frequency distributions
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derived. While the results might no doubt have been interest-
ing, it would have taken an extraordinary amount of time to
trace changes in the size of each lot in the subdivisions
checked. Moreover, such a task would have been extremely dif-
ficult in Lexington where no general property map, or even
assessors' block plans, exist, and data as to existing lot
lines is kept in a card file. In Needham the job would have
been simpler, though still time-consuming, since a large-scale
property map, as well as detailed assessors' block plans, exist.
Since the large-scale property map was used to plot the location
of the various subdivisions, however, it was possible roughly to
perceive the lot line changes which had taken place (though not
by exact number of square feet). Both upward and downward
revisions of lot sizes were found - including lot line changes
as well as the joining of adjacent lots. The effect of these
changes on the actual residential density cannot be accurately
estimated, however, though my impression is that there is an
equilibrium motion toward a mean,
The lot sizes were counted on the original plat since
minimum lot requirements in effect at that time were the control-
ling factor. Both towns have "non-conforming size" clauses
which exempt previously platted and recorded lots from the
requirements of subsequent changes in the minimum lot specifi-
cations. Therefore, a lot legally platted in the 1930's, but
developed in the 1950's, could be used as a house site although
the regulations in effect at the later date required a larger
house-lot,
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One result of the decision to count lot sizes on the
original plat is that the frequency distribution of lot sizes
compiled from the data examined is not an exact description of
the actual lot sizes (and actual net residential densities)
existing at present in Needham and Lexington. It includes, for
one thing, lots not yet developed (especially in the most
recent plats). And the distribution excludes, of course, those
lots platted before the zoning ordinance was adopted. The
frequency distribution is probably, however, a good approxima-
tion of the lot sizes developed and not residential densities
created since the original zoning date. It should also be
remembered though that some of the lots are developed with two-
family houses (though most of them are on lots along existing
streets, end thus not counted).
Problems similar to those described above are likely to
be encountered whenever empirical data is gathered. While they
limit the accuracy of the information collected, they do not
necessarily destroy it. It is important, however, to adopt
clear decision-rules for including or excluding certain data,
so as to avoid the introduction of systematic biases,
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TABLE 1
Population Changes
Lexington
- Number
-
5,026
-
7,012
- 10,845
- 12,445
- 14,507
- 16,313
- 21,560
- 25,793
1910-1960
% change Year
1910
1920
1930
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960
38%
55%
15%
31%
58%
413%
- Number % change
4,918
6,350
9,467
13,187
14,452
17,335
22,256
27,691
27%
49%
39%
32%
60%
467%1910-1960
Lexington:
Needham:
Source: 1910-1955 figures, Monographs #112,
and #89, Town and City Monographs,
Massachusetts Dept. of Commerce,
Division of Research
1960 figure, Population Movements in
Massachusetts, 1950-60, Massachusetts
Dept. of Commerce, Jan., 1961.
Building Permits Issued - 1946-58
3859 total; average of 297/year, 1946-58.
3482 total; average of 268/year, 1946-58.
Source: Town and City Monographs (see above)
Income Distribution (1950 U.S. Census)
Income under $1,500
From 41,500 - 2,999
From .3,000 - 4,499
$4500 and over
Median Income
Needham
13.4%
17.6
25.7
43*3
$4,195
Lexington
16.0%
17.3
26*2
40.5
3,958
Source: Town and City Monographs (see above)
Needham
Year
1910
1920
1930
1940
1945
1950
1955
1960
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TABLE 2
Occupational Distribution
Group Lexington Needham
No. % No. %
Prof., Tech.
& Kindred 1077 19.1% 1195 18.6%
Mgrs., Off.
& Prop. 930 16.5 1193 18.5
Clerical, etc. 807 14.3 918 14.3
Sales 584 10.4 802 12.5
Craftsmen,
Foreman, etc. 871 15.5 836 13.0
Operatives 531 9.4 781 12.2
Pvt. Househld
Workers 135 2.4 178 2.8
Service wkrs. 370 6.6 276 4.3
Laborers 261 4.6 234 3.7
Not Reported 66 1.2 32 .1
Selected
Housing Characteristics
(1950 U.S. Census)
Lexington Needham
Type of Structure
No. No.
1 unit detached 3,519 85.8 3,976 82.5
1 unit attached 10 .2 10 .2
l&2 units semi-
det, 147 3.6 184 3.8
2 unit structures 322 7.9 460 9.5
3&4 unit structures 96 2.3 147 3.1
5 or more units 9 .2 41 .9
Total - 4,103 4,821
Value of One-Dwelling-Unit Structures
Lexington N4eedham
No. No .
less than $3000 17 .6% 29 .8%
$300043999 14 .5 10 .3$4000- 4999 22 .7 11 .3
5000- 7499 201 6.5 142 3.9
7500- 9999 413 13.4 291 8.1
10,000-14,999 1443 46.8 1620 45.1
15,000 & over 969 31.5 1492 41.5
Median Value $13,025 $13 ,904
Source: Town and City Mono raphs
(See Table 1)
TABLE 3
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington: 1924-29 & 1929-1938
1924-29 (744 lots)
Lot sizeX
per cent
cum. %,
lot size
per cent
cum.
2 4 J 6 Z 8 2 10
- 1 10 21 15
11
8 6 8 5
1 11 32 47 55 61 69 74
14 1d 16 12
3 2 2 2
84 86 88 90
12 13
4 3
78 81
18 12 20 2159
- 3 2
93 95 100%
1929-1938 (388 lots)
lot size
per cent - 2 23 11 16 10 7 8 5 5
2 25 36 52 62 69 77 82 87 89
lot size
per cent
cum.
16 lZ 18
1 3
90 93
12 20 21-33
- 1 2 4
94 96 100%
x - lot sizes are in thousands of square feet, with intervals
from, e.g., 5,000-5,999; 6,000-6,999, etc., except where noted.
- legal minimum lot size (7500 sq. ft., 1929-38) (5000 sq. ft.,
1924-29)
- indicates less than 1%.
cum. %
8 10 ll l_2 _13 l_4 lj
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TABLE 4
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington: 1929-34 & 1935-38
1929-34 (245 lots)
lot sizeX
per cent
6 * 8 2 10
- 3 33 13 19 11
11 12 1l
6 3 3
cum. # 3 36 49 68 79 85 88 91 93
lot size
per cent
cum. 5
1935-38 (143 lots)
lot size
per cent
cum.
lot size
per cent
cum. o 89
6 7* 8 2 10 11 12 l3 14 1 16
- 7 6 13 8 8 17 10 9 3 2
7 13 26 34 42 59 69 78 81 83
1 1 l8 l_ 20 21 22 2 24 25-33
1 2 2
90 92 94
x - see Table 3
* - legal minimum lot size (7500 sq. ft.)
- indicates less than 1%.
14
15-16
1
94
_ 18-2
1
95
5
100%
1
95
5
100%
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TABLE 5
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington:
(87 lots)
1939-45 & 1946-50
lot sizex
per cent
cuml. #
lot size
per cent
cum. #
10 11 12*
2 3 19 23 14 13 6 3 6 1
2 5 24 47 61 74 80 83 89 90
20 21 22 22 24 25-2 28-31
5 1
95 96
2
98
2
100%
1946-50 (566'lots)
lot size 12* 1 l4 l l6 17 18 l_
23 23 10 5 3 4 3 3
23 46 56
lot size 20
61 64 68 71 74
21 22 2 24 26-29 30-86
5 3 2 3 1 1 3
79 82 84 87 88 89 92 100%
x - see Table 3
* - legal minimum lot size (12,500 sq. ft.)
- indicates less than 1%.
1939-45
cum._%
cum.
l_4 l_ l_6 17 l_8 l_2
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TABLE 6
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington: 1939-50 & 1951-53
1939-50 (653 lots)
lot sizeX
per cent
cum. #
lot size
per cent
cum. 5
10 11 12* _ 14 l5 16 l_ 18 1
- - 22 23 10 6 3 4 4 3
22 45 55 61 64 68 72 75
20 21 22 24 26 2 28 29-86
5 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 8
80 83 85 87 88 89 90 91 92 100%
1251-53 (451 lots)
lot size
per cent
cum. N
lot size
per cent
_l* l6 lZ 18 1 20 21 .22 2 24
17 15 11 10 4 7 9 5 4 1
17 32 43 53 57 64 73 78 82 83
2 2 2 28 29 30 34-63
2 1 2 2 1 1
85 86 88 90 91 92
- 1 1 6
93 94 100%
x - see Table 3
* - legal minimum lot size (12,500 sq. ft., 1939-50; 15,500 sq. ft.,
1951-53)
- indicates less than 1%.
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TABLE 7
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington: 1954-61
30,000 sq.
lot sizex
ft. zone (626 lots)
20*
per cent
curn, %
lot size
per cent
cum1#
50 11 7 7 6 2 2 l l l
50 61 68 75 81 83 85 86 87 88
40 41 42 _ 44 !i4 46-165
1 1 1 1 1 1 6
89 90 91 92 93 94 100%
15,500 sq. ft. zone (411 lots)
lot size
per cent
cul. z
lot size
12 _3 14 lj* 1 l7 18 19 20 21 22
- - 1 23 16 10 9 5 7 4 4
1 24 40 50 59 64 71 75 79
?1_ 24 21 26 2 2_8 2 30 31-72
4 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 6
83 85 88 89 90 92 93 94 100%cum.
x - See Table 3
* legal minimum lot size
- indicates less than 1%.
Data for 1961 includes
only January and February
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TABLE 8
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington: 1954-61
Both Zones (30,000 and 15,500 sq. ft.) (1037 lots)
lot sizex 12 13 14 l5j* 16 17 l8 l2 _2Q 21
cum.
lot size
- - - 9 6 4 3 2 3 2
9 15 19 22 24 27 29
22 3 24 26-.22 28-29 20* 11
2 2 1 1 1
31 33 34 35 36cum. #
lot size
cum. #
1 30
37 67 74
.2 2 _ 4 22 36 40-165
5 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 7
79 84 88 89 90 91 92 93 100%
x - see Table 3
- indicates less than 1%
Data for 1961 includes only January and February.
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TABLE 9
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
30,000 sq. ft. zone
Lexington:
(107 lots)
lot sizeX
per cent
cum. 0
30* 
_1
63 10 7 4 2 1 4 3 1
63 73 80 84 86 87 91 94 95
15.500 sq* ft. zone (66 lots)
lot size
per cent
cum. %
Both Zones
lot size
per cent
CuM.
lot size
per cent
_* _l lZ 18 l2 20 21 22 24 26-34
24 12 18 14 5 11 3 3 2 3 3 2
24 36 54 68 73 84 87 90 92 95 98 100%
(173 lots)
l 16 l_ 18 l_ 20 21 22 2 25
9 5 7 5 2 4 1 1
9 14 21 26 28 32 33 34
2629 20* 3l 2 22 2_'±
39 6 4 3 2
- 1 1
35 36
- 4 6
75 81 85 88 90 94 100%
x - see Table 3
* legal minimum lot size
- indicates less than 1%.
Data for 1961 includes only
January and February.
1960-61
100%
cum.
32 2 34 1 3 6 Z 8 39 4 _-40
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TABLE 10
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 1925-40, 1925-29 &
1930-40
125-40 (1463 lots)
lot sizeX Z6* 8 210 11 12 14 l1 l6 1Z 18-.2
per cent - 1 28 19 12 12 7 5 4 3 2 1 1 5
1 29 48 60 72 79 84 88 91 93 94 95 100%
-2 (580 lots)
lot size
per cent
S6Z *
- 2 45 16 16 7 5 3 2 1 1 1 1
2 47 63 79 86 91 94 96 97 98 99 100%
19'3-40 (883 lots)
lot size
per cent
lot size
per cent
di 8 *
- 1 17 21
1 18 39 48
l 1Q 19-52
1 1 3
96 97 100%
2 10 11 12 12 14 11 16
9 16 9 7 5 5 3 2
64 73 80 85 90 93 95
x - see Table 3
* legal minimum lot size (7,000 sq. ft.)
- indicates less than 1%.
cum. l
cum. 
A
8 9- 10 11 12 2 l4 l5 l_6 17-32
r
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TABLE 11
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 1941-1960
One acre zone** (314 lots)
lot sizex
per cent
cum. %
lot size
per cent
_ 44 45 46 4 48 42 50 52
38 19 8 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2
38 57 65 67 70 72 74 76 78 81 83
54-55 56-58 59-60 61-6, 64-67 68-7 73-348
2
87
2
89
2
91
2
93 95 100%
10,000 sq. ft. zone** (2181 lots)
lot size
per cent
CUM. %
lot size
per cent
cum. %
2 10* 11 12 l3 14 l5 16 l7 18
- 50 16 10 7 4 3 2 2 1
50 66 76 83 87 90 92 94 95
12 20-21 22-134
1 1
96 97 100%
2 00 sq. ft. zone (20 lots)
lot size 20* 21 22 23 2-O
per cent 70 20 5 5
cum. % 70 90 95 100%
x - see Table 3 * legal minimum lot size
- indicates less than 1%.
** area covered varies, 1941-60.
TABLE 12
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 1941-1960
All Zones (one acre, 10,000 & 20,000 sq. ft.)** (2515 lots)
lot sizex
per cent
cum.
lot size
2 10* 11 12 1 14 z 16 l_ 18
- 43 14 9 6 4 3 2 2 1
43 57
l_ 20
- 1 l1
66 72 76 79 81 83 84
4 46-348
1 5 2 1 4
85 86 87 88 93 95 96 100%
x see Table 3
- indicates less than 1%
* legal minimum lot size
** area included in each zone varies, 1941-60.
21-22 23-28 2-42 * 44
cum.*#
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TABLE 13
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 1941-49
One acre zone (43 lots)
lot sizeX .42* 44
per cent
cum. #
91 7 2
91 98 100%
10.000 sq. ft. zone (480 lots)
lot size
per cent
9 10* 11 12 l 14 15 16 IZ 18
1 61 14 9 5 2 1 - 1 1
lot size
per cent
.cum. A
1 62 76 85 90 92 93
12 20 21 22 23-33
1 1 1 1 1
96 97 98 99 100%
Both zones (523 lots)
lot size
per cent
cum. 1
lot size
per cent
cumi. #
2 10*
- 56 13
11 12 1.2 14 1.5 16 i 18
8 5 2 1
- 56 69 77 82 84 85
1 1 1 1 1
- 1 1
86 87
7 1
88 89 90 91 92 99 100%
x - see Table 3
- indicates less than 1%.
* legal minimum lot size
94 95
l_2 2 _21 _23 23-4 _4l* 44 LI
-100-
TABLE 14
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 195-.60
One acre zone** (271 lots)
lot sizeX
per cent
cuam. #
lot size
per cent
lot size
per cent
cumn.
42* 44
30 21 8 2 4 3 2 2 3 3
30 51 59 61 65 68 70 72 75 78
53-5 5 6 5758 1 60 61 62 El
3 1 1
81 84 85 86 87 88
64 63-_2 ' 3-3
1 3
90 93 100%
20,000 sq.
10,00sq.
lot size
per cent
lot size
per cent
cum..f
ft. zone (same as Table ll)
ft. zone** (1701 lots)
lo* 11 12 l3 14 l_ 16 7 18 l_
47 17 10 8 5 3 2 2 1 1
47 64 74 82 87 90 92 94 95 96
20-21 22-1*4
1 3
97 100%
x - see Table 3 * legal minimum lot size
** area covered varies, 1950-60
45 46 _4' 48 _4 50 1 _2
- indicates less than l19
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TABLE 15
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 1960
One acre zone (31 lots)
lot sizeX
per cent
oum. #
_ 
2 * 44
39 17 17 3 3
39 56 73 76 79
- 3 3 3
82 85 88
lot size.
per cent
cum. A
60 61-72
3 3
91 94
3 3
97 100
10,000 sq. ft. zone (95 lots)
lot size
per cent
cum.
lot s ize
per cent
cum.
lot s ize
per cent
cum. 5 o
11 2 1 4 1. 16 l 18 _2
47 7 4 7 4 4 1 4 4 1
47 54 58 65 69 73 74 78 82 83
20 21 22 _ 24 25 26 28 29-34
1 1 1 2
84 85 86 88
2 1 1 2
90 91 92 94
1 4
96 10095
20,000 sq. ft. zone - none
x - see Table 3
* legal minimum lot size
- indicates less than 1%
45 46 42 48 _42 . 5.1 524
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TABLE 16
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Needham: 1960
Both Zones
lot sizex
per cent
lot size
per cent
cum. %
lot size
per cent
cuml. A
(126 lots)
10* 11 _l2 l_2 14 l_5 l_6 Z l_8 l_9
36 5 3 5 3 2 1 3 3 1
36 41 44 49 52 54 55 58 61 62
20 21 22 24 25 26 28 29-34
1 1 1 1
63 64 65 66
- 1 1 1 1
67 68 69 70
42 4* 44 4 46 47 48 42 0
3 10 5 4 1 1
73 83 88 92 93 94
- 1 1 4
95 96 100
x - see Table 3
- indicates less than l
* legal minimum lot size
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TABLE 17
Number of Lots Counted
Lexington
1924-29* 744
1929*-34 245
1935-38 143
1939-45 87
1946-50 566
1951-53 451
1954-61 1037
411
626
Total
(5000 s.f.)
(7500 s.f.)
(7500 s.f.)
(12,500 s.f.)
(12,500 s.f.)
(15,500 s.f.)
(both zones)
(15,500 s.f.)
(30,000 s.f.)
1925-29
1930-40
1941-49
1950-60
Total
3273
Needham
580 (7000 s.f.)
883 (7000 s.f.)
523 (both zones)
43 (one acre)
480 (10,000 s-f-)
1992 (all zones)
271 (one acre)
20 (20,000 s.f.)
1701 (10,000 s.f-)
3978
Pre-zoning
1921-24
1903-17
1892-98
1872
Total
Pre-zoning
1924
Total
2039
2634
3440
77
351?
* Some lots in 1929 platted before the minimum lot size change,
some afterward.
Minimum lot size for each period given in parentheses.
These figures are the total number of lots counted in both towns.
They do not represent all existing lots in either town, or all
lots platted during the period surveyed.
227
227
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TABLE 18
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington: Pre-zoning
1921L-24* (2039 lots)
lot sizex
per cent
cum. 94
lot size
per cent
cum.I
1 2 2 4 1 6 Z 8 2 10 11 12
1 50 25 1 3 5
1 51 76 77 80 85 87
12 14 l5 16-1Z 18-58
2 1
1 1 1 1
91 92 93 94 100%
(2634 lots)
lot size
per cent
2 .2 10 11 12
1 57 8 4 7 3 2 3 2 1 1 1
1 58 66 70 77 80 82 85 87 88 89
lot size
per cent
cum. 94
l13 14 l:1 16 17-4 acres
2 1
92 93
- 1
94 100%
1898** (3517 lots)
lot size 1 2 2 _7 2 10-37
per cent 2 85 1 1 3 1 1 1 5
cum. 2 87 88 89 92 93 94 95 100%
x - see Table 3 * some lots were platted in 1924 prior to
passage of the zoning by-laws.
** includes 77 lots from 1872
- 1 1
88 89 90
cum. % 90
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TABLE 19
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington & Needham: Pre-zoning
L(exingteon
189-98(minus "Meagherville")
lot sizeX
per cent
cum. %
lot size
per cent
cum. %
1 2 2 4 1 6 Z 8 2 10 11 12
14
14
-8 9 16 8 5 2 7
22 31 47 55 60 62 69
4 4 4
73 77 81
12 14 lj 16 lZ 18 12 20-2
2 3 4 2 2 1 1 4
83 86 90 92 94 95 96 100%
Needham
1924. (227
lot size
lot s)
1 4 9 20
cum. 1 5 14 34
8 2 10 11 12 L 14
16 16 15 4 2 2 2
50 66 81 85 87 89 91
lot size l 16 l_ 18 l_ 20-64
3 1
94 95cum *
1 1 3
96 97 100%
x - see Table 3.
- indicates less than lSi.
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TABLE 20
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington:
Lots Separated by subdivisions now in 30,000 and
15,500 sq. ft. zones
1946-50
Now in 15,500 zone (307 lots)
lot sizex
per cent
cum %
lot size
per cent
12* 14 13 16 17 18 l_ 20 21
14 23 8 3 3 3 4 2 5
14 37 45 48 51 54 58 60 65 69
22 2 24 25 26 _2 28 _2 10 31
3 4 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1
72 76 77 78 79 81 83
lot size
84 85 86
12 2'. 24 35-86
1 1 12
cum. 88 100
Now in 30,000 zone (259 lots)
lot size 12* l_2 14 1.3 16 1, 18 19 20 21
33 22 12 8 3 5 3 5 3 2
33 55 67 75 78 83 86 91 94 96
lot s ize
Der cent
cum.
22 .2 25-31
1 1 2
97 98 100
Total: 566
307
259
lots
(54%) in(46%) in 15,500 zone30,000 zone
x - see Table 3
* - legal minimum lot
size (12,500 sq. ft.)
cum . %
--"qT
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TABLE 21
Percentage Lot Size Distribution
Lexington:
Lots Separated by subdivisions now in 30,000 and
15,500 sq. ft. zones
Now in 15,500 zone (127 lots)
lot sizeX
per cent
cum. 
lot size
per cent
cum. %
S_16 17 18 l2 20 2 1 22 2 24
24 19 6 11 2 7 3 3 3 2
24 43 49 60 62 69 72 75 78 80
21 26 228 2 30
3 2 2 3 2 2 6
83 85 87 90 92 94 100
Now in 30,000 s.f. zone (324 lots)
lot size
per cent
cum.
lot size
Der cent
cum.
16 __ 18 1 20 21 22 22 24
14 13 13 9 5 8 11 5 4 1
14 27 40 49 54 62 73 78 82 83
21 26 27 28 29 0 31 32 2 3
2 1 2 2 1 1
85 86 88 90 91 92
1 2 1 4
- 93 95 96 100
Total: 451
127
324
lot s
(28%) in 15,500 zone
(721) in 30,000 zone
x - See Table 3
* legal minimum lot size (15,500 sq. ft.)
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NC
0JI
10
4-E
5-C
3-F
3-C
5-C
10-D
9-C
5-B
5-C
2-D
7-F
3-E
9-E
3-F
9-D
9-C
7-B
3 -D-E
3-C
7-E
4-c
9-E
7 EH
-D
5-F
9-C
5-E:K
2-E
4-E
2-D
5 -
9-E
7-G
9-E
7-D
3-B -
3-C -
5-C -
3-D -
8-DE
4-c -
3-D
8-B
6-D
7-F -
7-D -
8-B -
3-F -
6-E
4-B
9-D
9-D -
10-E -
k-C.
9-D -
5-B .
6-F -
8-B .
9-E .
5-C -
5-B .
9-D -
8-c ;
8-E -
4-B -
5-B -
6-F -
6-B -
9-E -
8-D -
DALE STREET, from Moreland Ave.
DANE ROAD, from Sherburne Rd.
DANIELS STREET, from Taft Ave. to Arlington Line
DAVIS ROAD, from Moreland Ave. to Bird Hill Rd.
DAWES ROAD, from Follen Rd.
DEE ROAD, from Harding Rd. to Gleason Rd.
DEERING AVENUE, from Eastern Ave. to Robbins Ave.
DELL AVENUE, from Valley Rd.
DEMAR ROAD, from Turning Mill Rd.
DEMING ROAD, from Waltham St.
DENVER STREET, from Cedar St. to Bellflower St.
DEPOT SQUARE, from Mass. Ave. to Meriam St.
DEWEY ROAD, from Gould Rd.
DEXTER ROAD, from Fuller Rd. to Williams Rd.
DIANA LANE, from Hill St. to Childs Rd.
DICKENS ROAD, from Maple St. 'to Bryant Rd.
5-C
2-B -
9-D -
7-C -
A
- AARON ROAD, from Jean Rd.
- ABBOTT ROAD, from Meriam St. to Oakland St.
- ACCESS ROAD, from Mass. Ave.
- ACORN STREET, from Reed St.
- ADAMS STREET, from Hancock st. to Burlington Line
- AERIAL STREET, from Daniels St. bo Sutherland Rd.
- ALBEMARLE AVENUE, from Melrose Ave. to Anthony Rd.
- ALCOTT ROAD, from Thoreau Rd.
- ALDEN ROAD, from Colony Rd.
- ALDER STREET, from Pine St.
- ALLEN STREET, from Waltham St. to Blossom St.
- ALPINE STREET, from Wood St.
- AMES AVENUE, from Carville Ave.- to Baker Ave.
- AMHERST STREET, from Hayward Ave.
- ANN STREET, from Taft Ave.
- ANTHONY ROAD, from Albemarle Ave. to Lillian Rd.
- APPLETREE LANE, from Peachtree Rd. to Blodgett Rd.
- ARCOLA STREET, from Bartlett Ave.
- ASBURY STREET, from Paul Revere Rd. to Freemont St.
- ASH STREET, from Reed St. to Earl St.
- AUDTTBON ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Lincoln St.
- AUGUSTUS ROAD, from Reed St. to Hickory St.
- AVON STREET, from Centre St. to beyond Myrtle St.
B
- BACON STREET, from Marrett Rd.
- BAKER AVENUE, from Taft Ave. to Peacock Farm Rd.
- BALFOUR STREET, from Cedar St. to Harbell St.
- BALLARD TERRACE, from No. Hancock St.
- BANKS AVENUE, from Carville Ave. to Chase Ave.
- BARBERRY ROAD, from Concord Ave.
- BARNES PLACE, from Mass. Ave.
- BARRYMEADE DRIVE, from Lincoln St.
- BARTLETT AVENUE, from Lowell St.
- BASKIN ROAD, from Worthen Rd.
- BATES ROAD, from Wood St.
- BATTLE GREEN ROAD, from Paul Revere Rd. to Minute Man Lane
- BEAUMONT STREET, from Hayward Ave.
- BEDFORD STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Bedford Line
- BEECH STREET, from Garfield St.
- BELFRY TERRACE, from Forest St.
- BELLFLOWER STREET, from Freemont St. to Balfour St.
- BENJAMIN ROAD, from Concord Ave.
- BENNETT AVENUE, from Baker Ave. to Tarbell Ave.
- BENNINGTON ROAD, from Eliot Rd.
- BERNARD STREET, from Bedford St. to Justin St.
- BERTWELL ROAD, from No. Hancock St. to Williams Rd.
. BERWIK ROAD, from Hayes Ave. to Meriam St.
- BIRCH STREET, from Garfield St.
- BIRD HILL ROAD, from Swan Lane to Davis Rd.
. BLAKE ROAD, from Burlington St. to Eaton Rd.
- BLINN ROAD, from Hickory St.
. BLODGETT ROAD, from Appletree Lane to Peachtree Rd.
- BLOOMFIELD STREET, from Mass. Ave. to beyond Minola Rd.
. BLOSSOM STREET, from Waltham St. to Concord Ave.
. BLOSSOMCREST ROAD, from Waltham St. to Cambridge-Concord Hwy.
. BLUEBERRY LANE, from Tyler Rd.
- BONAIR AVENUE, from Mass. Ave. to beyond Hayward Ave.
. BOND ROAD, from John Poulter Rd.
. BOULDER ROAD, from Blake Rd.
- BOW STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Rawson Ave.
. BOWKER STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Taft Ave.
. BOWMAN STREET, from Watertown St. to Arlington Line
. BRAEMORE TERRACE, from No. Hancock St. to Liberty Ave.
BRANDON STREET, from Fottler Ave.
. BRENT ROAD, from Hathaway Rd.
BRIDGE STREET, from Waltham St. to Jct. Marrett Rd. and Spring St.
BRIDLE PATH, from Pleasant St.
BRIGGS ROAD, from Crescent Rd.
BRIGHAM ROAD, from Coolidge Ave.
BROOK STREET, from Willow St.
BROOKSIDE AVENUE, from Waltham St. to Stedman Rd.
BROWN ROAD, from Burnham Rd.
BRUCE ROAD, from Oak St.
BRYANT ROAD, from Lowell St.
BUCKMAN DRIVE, from Locust Ave. to Philip Rd.
BURLINGTON STREET, from Hancock St. to Burlington Line
BURNHAM ROAD, from East St. to Emerson Rd.
BURNS ROAD, from Marlboro Rd.
BURROUGHS ROAD, from East St. to Thoreau Rd.
BUTLER AVENUE, from Carville Ave. to Baker Ave.
BYRON AVENUE, from Lockwood Rd.
C
CALVIN STREET, from Ivan St. to Justin St.
CAMBRIDGE-CONCORD HIGHMAY, from Arlington Line to Lincoln Line
CAMDEN STREET, from Charles St. to Sutherland Rd.
CAMELLIA PLACE, from Bedford St.
CANDLEWICK CLOSE, from Reed St.
CARL ROAD, from North St. to beyond Myrna Rd.
CARLEY ROAD, from Reed St.
CARVILLE AVENUE, from Oak St. to Butler Ave.
CARY AVENUE, from Jet. Marrett Rd. ard Middle St. to Shade St.
CASTLE ROAD, from Hayes Ave.. to Franklin Rd.
CEDAR STREET, from Mass. Ave.
CEDARWOOD TERRACE, from Buckman. Dr.
CENTRE STREET, from Reed St.
CHADBOURNE ROAD, from Concord Ave.
CHANDLER STREET, from Meriam St. to Oakland St.
CHARLES STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Taft Ave.
CHASE AVENUE, from Taft Ave. to beyond Bennett Ave.
CHERRY STREET, from Taft Ave. to Charles St.
CHILDS ROAD, from Cedar St. to beyond Diana Lane
CHURCHILL LANE, from Iocust Ave.
CIRCLE ROAD, from Hillcrest Ave.
CLARKE STREET, from Maas. Ave. to Park Dr.
CLELLAND ROAD, from Lisbeth St.
CLIFFE AVENUE, from Bow St. to Rawson Ave.
COLONIAL AVENUE, from Fairview Ave.
COLONY ROAD,> from Woodland Rd. to Grant St.
COLUMHBUS STREET, from Cedar St. to beyond Lake St.
COMPTON CIRCLE, from Peacock Farm Rd.
CONCORD AVENUE, from Belmont Line to Cambridge-Concord Hwy.
CONSTITUTION ROAD, from Paul Revere Rd. to Oxbow Rd.
COOKE ROAD, from Fulton Rd. to Douglas Rd.
COOLIDGE AVENUE, from Adams St. to Hancock St.
COTTAGE STREET, from 53 Woburn St. to 79 Woburn St.
CRAWFORD ROAD, from Preston Rd.
CRESCENT RO AD, from Watertown St. to Green Lane
CRESCENT HILL AVENUE, from Haskell. St. to Arlington Line
CROSBY ROAD, from Mass. Ave.
CUMMINGS AVENUJE, from Bow St. to Cliffe Ave.
CURVE STREET, fronm Mass. Ave.
CUSHING STREET, from Sullivan St.
CUTLER FARM ROAD, from Hudson Rd.
CYPRESS STREET, from Linden St.
8-D
8-D
2-C
2-C
5-D
2-B
5-E
9-C
3-A
6-E
8-D
2-B
DIEHL ROAD, from Coolidge Ave.
DONALD STREET, from Ivan St. to Justin St.
DOUGLAS ROAD, from East St.*t'o beyond Pulton Rd.
DOWNING ROAD, from Marrett RM. to Outlook Dr.
DREW AVENUE, from Bow St. to Cliff. Ave.
DUNHAM STREET; from Utica St.
2-D
$-B4-m
3-C5-C
6-D
4-E
2-B
7-D
-D
9-F
2-D4-z
5-B
8-c
-9
4-s
5-G
6-B
6-E
6-E w
3-E
2-C
2-C
6-E
8-E
7-C
2-C
2-C
7-B
7-G
7-B
8-B
6-C
4J-B
o-D
5-D
5-D
6-D
9-D
7-B
4-E
10-C
3-C
7-B
5-U8--F
3-D
2-C
3-C
5-C
2-C
10-E
5-D
2-A
4-A
4-E
6-D
6-B
6-E
6-F
9-E
-EZ
3-A
3-B
4-D
4-C
8-F,
4-E
3-C
5-D
2-D
9-C
5-D
-B -
5-C
6-C
3-E
2-B
2-C
4-B
10-D
2-D
6-DU
3-D
2-DC
9-D
6-DB
6-D
8-F -
JACKSON COURT, from Parker St.
JAMES STREET, from Rangeway to beyond Wright St.
JEAN ROAD, from Mass. Ave.
JEFFERSON AVENUE, from Haskell St.
JEFREY TERRACE, from Demar Rd.
JOHN POULTER ROAD, from Winthrop Rd. to Worthen Rd.
JOSEPH ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Spencer St.
.JSTIN STREET, from Bernard St. to beyond Eldred St.
EARL STREET, from Garfield St. to Centre St.
" EAST STREET, from Adams St. to Woburn Line
- EASTERN AVENUE, from School St. to Fairland St.
" EATON ROAD, from Bertwell Rd. to Blake Rd.
- EDGEWOOD ROAD, from Hancock St. to Meriam St.
" EDISON WAY, from Mass. Ave.
" EDNA STREET, from Homestead St. to Enerald St.
" ELDRED STREET, from Bedford St. to Grove St.
, ELIOT ROAD, from Pelham Rd. to Washington St.
. ELLIS STREET, from Oak St. to Taft Ave.
" ELLISON ROAD, from Leroy Rd. to Roosevelt Rd.
" EL?' STREET, from Garfield St.
. EMERALD STREET, from Asbury St. to Bellflower St.
. EMERS)N ROAD, from Adams St. to East St.
. EMERSON ROAD, from Maple St.
ESSEX STREET, from Park St. to beyond Laurel St.
ESTABROOK ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Grandview Ave.
EUSTIS STREET, from Bloomfield St. to Percy Rd.
EWELL AVENUE, from Eastern Ave. to Deering Ave.
F
FAIRBANKS ROAD, from Shade St. to Tufts Rd.
PAIRLAND STREET, from Eastern Ave. and from Robbins Ave.
FAIRLAWN LANE, from Lowell St.
FAIR OAKS DRIVE, from Wachusett Dr. to Outlook Dr.
FAIR OAKS TERRACE, from Fair Oaks Dr.
FAIRVIEW AVENUE, from Mass. Ave. to Wood St.
FARLEY PLACE, from Parley St.
FARLEY STREET, from Valley Rd.
FARMCREST AVENUE, from Waltham St. to Stedman Rd.
FERN STREET, from Pleasant St. to Moreland Ave.
FERNALD STREET, from Webb St.
FERNCROFT ROAD, from Bedford St.
FERNDALE STREET, from Hazel St. to Farley St.
FESSENDEN WAY, from Rolfe Rd. to Marshall Rd.
FIELD ROAD, from Concord Ave. to Barberry Rd.
FIRST STREET, from Young St.
FISKE ROAD, from Whipple Rd. to Winchester Dr.
FLETCHER AVENUE, from Woburn St. to Hayes Lane
FLINTLOCK ROAD, from Redcoat Lane
- OLLEN ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Marrett Rd.
FOREST COURT, from Forest St.
FOREST STREET, from Waltham St. to Mass. Ave.
FOSTER ROAD, from Dane Rd.
FOTTLER AVENUE, from Mass. Ave. to Bow St.
FOURTH STREET, from Young St.
FRANCES ROAD, from Eastern Ave. to Deering Ave.
FRANKLIN AVENUE, from Crescent Hill Ave. to Arlington Line
FRANKLIN ROAD, from Meriam St. to Somerset Rd.
FREEMONT STREET, from Cedar St. to Constitution Rd.
FULLER ROAD, from Harding Rd. to Bertwell Rd.
FULTON ROAD, from Lowell St. to Douglas Rd.
G
GAFFORD AVENUE, from Deering Ave. to Fairland St.
GARDEN AVENUE, from Wellington Lane Ave.
GARFIELD STREET, from Reed St.
GARWOOD AVENUE, from Bedford St.
GERARD TERRACE, from Cedar St.
GIBSON ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Follen Rd.
GLEASON ROAD, from No. Hancock St. to Williams Rd.
GIEN ROAD, from Meriam St. to Grant St.
GLENDALE AVENUE, from Bedford St.
GOLDEN AVENUE, from Arlington Line toward Watertown St.
GOODWIN ROAD, from Hancock St.
GOULD ROAD, from Grove St. to Turning Mill Rd.
GRAHAM ROAD, from Burlington St.
GRANDVIEW AVENUE, from School St. to Estabrook Rd.
GRANT PLACE, from Grant St.
GRANT STREET, from Mass. Ave. to East St.
GRAPEVINE AVENUE, from Waltham St. to Kendall Rd.
GRASSLAND STREET, from Spting St. to Valleyfield St.
GREAT ROCK ROAD, from Crescent Rd.
GREEN IANE, from Watertown St. to Cambridge-Concord Hwy.
GREENWOOD STREET, from Paul Revere Rd. to Harbell St.
GRIMES ROAD, from Turning Mill Rd.
GROVE STREET, from Burlington St. to Bedford Line
H
HAMBLEN STREET, from Cedar St. to Bellflower St.
HAMILTON ROAD, from No. Hancock St. to Ledgelawn Ave.
HANCOCK AVENUE, from Hancock St.
HANCOCK STREET, from Bedford St. to Burlington St.
HANSON AVENUE, from Meadow Brook Ave.
HARBELL STREET, from Paul Revere Rd. to beyond Balfour St.
HARDING ROAD, from Bedford St. to Williams Rd.
HARRINGTON ROAD, from Hancock St. to Mass. Ave.
HARTIELL AVENUE, from Bedford St. to Wood St.
HASKELL STREET, from Lowell St. to Summer St.
HASTINGS ROAD, from Lincoln St. to Childs Rd.
HATHAWAY ROAD, from Adams St.
HAWTHORNE RGAD, from Burlington St. to Longfellow Rd.
HAYES AVENUE, from Hancock St. to Woodland Rd.
HAYES LANE, from Vine St. to Grant St.
HAYWARD AVENUE, from Fairview Ave.
HAZEL ROAD, from Winter St.
HAZEL STREET, from Valley Rd.
HENDERSON ROAD, from Blake Rd. to Burlington St.
HIBBERT STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Arlington Line
HICKORY STREEI, from Garfield St.
HIGHLAND AVENUE, from Winthrop Rd. to beyond Washington St.
HIGHLAND STREET, from Garfield St.
HILL STREET, from Bedford St. to Cedar St.
HILLCREST AVENUE, from Fottler Ave.
HILLSIDE AVENUE, from Mass. Ave. to Bowker. St.
HILLSIDE TERRACE, from No. Hancock St. to Ledgelawn Ave.
HILLTOP AVENUE, from Kendall Rd.
HINCHEY ROAD, from Hartwell Ave.
HOLLAND STREET, from Taft Ave.
HOLMES ROAD, from Burroughs Rd. to Thoreau Rd.
HOLTON ROAD, from Wood St. to Patterson Rd.
HOMESTEAD STREET, from Cedar St. to Asbury St.
HUDSON ROAD, from Spring St. to Cutler Farm Rd.
HUNT ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Slocum Rd.
HUTCHINSON ROAD, from Concord Ave. to Webster Rd.
INDEPENDENCE AVENUE, from Mass. Ave. to Locust Ave.
INGLESIDE ROAD, from Maple St.
IVAN STREET, from Bernard St. to beyond Eldred St.
IVY STREET. from Valley Rd.
J
9-D
5-D
6-C
7-G
3-D
10-C
5-F
3-E
9-D
8-C
5-D
3-C
5-D
9-B
5-D
8-B
9-E
9-c
8-B
7-D
7-D
2-C
9-B
8-E
2-D
1-B
8-E
8-D
9-F
8-D
-C
-C
-F
2-C
2-B
9-C
-D
-B
-C
-C
8-D
7-D
6-B
9-C
5F
8-D
3B
7-B
K
KENDALL ROAD, from Waltham St. to Sherburne Rd.
KIMBALL ROAD, from Reed St.
KING STREET, from Pern St.
6-u -
k -D -
8-E --
-B -
4-c -
3-C -I
3-C -4 F-
9-D -
3-c -
4.-D -
9-D -
--B ..
4-C -
9-F -
5-F -
5-E --
2-D -
4-C -
9-D -
8-B -
8-D -
8-D -
3-D -
4-B -
3-E9-
5-E -
7-B -
10-C -
2-D -
6-c -
4j-D -
8-^ -
6-F -
7-E -
3-F -
2-D -
7-B -
1-B -
9-E -
3-F -
9-D -
2-C -
8-F -
1-D -
9-D -
5-C -
5-F -
-E -
9-D -
4-G -
5-B -
6-D -
8-F -
5-E -
1-B -
-B -
6-F -
6-D -
5-A -
3-D -
3-B -
6-F' -
4-A -
4-C -
4-F -
-D -4-C -
NICHOLS ROAD, from Preston Rd. to Blake Rd.
NORMANDY ROAD, from Hudson Rd. to Woodcliffe Rd.
NORTH STREET, from Burlington St. to Burlington Line
NO. HANCOCK STREET, from Bedford St. to Hancock St.
NORTHERN CIRCUMFERENTIAL HWY. from Burlington Line to'
NORTON ROAD, from Brandon St.
NOWERS ROAD, from Blake Rd. to Henderson Rd.
0
Waltham Line
- OAK STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Baker Ave.
- OAKLAND STREET, from Meriam St.
- OAKMONT CIRCLE, from Meriam St.
- OLD SHADE STREET, from Concord Ave. to Cambridge-Concord Hwy.
- ORCHARD STREET, from Reed St.
- ORIENT AVENUE, from Haskell St.
- OUTLOOK DRIVE, from Loring Rd. to beyond Downing Rd.
- OXBOW ROAD, from Revolutionary Rd.
- OXFORD STREET, from Theresa Ave.
- PAGE ROAD, from Bryant Rd.
- PARK DRIVE, from Waltham St. to Libcoln St.
- PARK STREET, from Reed St.
- PARKER STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Clarke St.
- PATRICIA TERRACE, from Arlington Line
- PATRIOTS DRIVE, from Meriam St. to Edgewood Rd.
- PATTERSON ROAD, from Wood St.
- PAUL REVERE ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Cedar St.
- PAYSON STREET, from Bridge St. to Crassland St.
- PEACHTREE ROAD, from Woburn St.
- PEACOCK FARM ROAD, from Watertown St. to Baker Ave.
- PEARL STREET, from Bartlett Ave.
- PEARTREE DRIVE, from Lowell St. to Appletree Lane
- PELHAM ROAD, from Mass. Ave.
- PERCY ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to beyond Highland Ave.
- PERSHING ROAD, from Bedford St.
- PHILEMON STREET, from Arlington Line
- PHILIP ROAD, from Buckman Dr.
- PINE STREET, from Reed St.
- PINE KNOLL ROAD, from Bedford St. to Bedford Line
- PINEWOOD STREET, from Follen Rd. to Summit Rd.
- PLAINFIELD STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Tower Rd.
- PLEASANT STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Concord Ave.
- PLYMOUTH ROAD, from Richard Rd. to Robbins Rd.
- POPLAR STREET, from Garfield St.
- PRESTON ROAD, from Simonds Rd. to Simonds Rd.
- PROSPECT HILL ROAD, from Marrett Rd. to Outlook Dr.
R
- RAILROAD STREET, from Spruce St.
- RANGEWAY, from Winter St. to beyond James St.
- RAWSON AVENUE, from Rindge -Ave. to Cliffe Ave.
- RAYMOND STREET, from Muzzey St. to Clarke St.
- REDCOAT LANE, from Burlington St.
- REED STREET, from Bedford St.
- REVERE STREET, from Bedford St. to Hancock St.
- REVOLUTIONARY RGAD, from Ross Rd. to Constitution Rd.
- RHODES STREEr, from Mass. Ave. to beyond Lockwood Rd.
- RICHARD ROAD, from Tower Rd. to Pollen Rd.
- RIDGE ROAD, from East St. to Laconia St.
- RINDGE AVENUE, from Melrose Ave. to Rawson Ave.
- ROBBINS AVENUE, from School St. to Vairland'St.
- ROBBINS ROAD, from Lexington Ave. to Richard Rd.
- ROBINSON ROAD, from Grove St.
- ROCKVILLE AVENUE, from Swan Lane to beyond Davis Rd.
-, ROGERS ROA6, from Fessenden Way
LACONIA STREET, from Woburn St. to Lowell St.
LAE STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Columbus St.
LANTERN LANE, from Dawes Rd. to Philip Rd.
LARCHMONT LANE, from Bedford St. to Revere St.
LAUREL STREET, from Reed St. to Essex St.
LAWN AVENUE, from Wellington Lane Ave. to Cambridge-Concord Hwy.
LAWRENCE LANE, from Pleasant St.
LEDGELAWN AVENUE, from Bedford St. r-o Revere St.
LEE AVENUE, from Oxford St.
LEE STREET, from Centre St. to Park St.
LEELAND TERRACE, from Wingate Rd.
LEIGHTON AVENUE, from Bow St. to Cliffe Ave.
LEONARD ROAD, from Woburn St.
LEROY ROAD, from Marrett Rd.
LEXINGTON AVENUE, from Locust Ave. to Follen Rd.
LIBERTY AVENUE, from Ledgelawn Ave. to Revere St.
LILLIAN ROAD, from Lowell St. to beyond Anthony Rd.
LIRCOLN STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Lincoln Line
LINCOLN TERRACE, from Lincoln St.
LINDEN STREET, from Garfield St.
LINMOOR TERRACE, from No. Hancock St. to Crawford Rd.
LISBETH STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Clelland Rd.
LOCKE LANE, from Fairlawn Lane to beyond Whipple Rd.
LOCKWOOD ROAD, from Rhodes St. to Byron Ave.
LOCUST AVENUE, from Mass. Ave. to beyond Buckman Dr.
LOCUST STREET, from Garfield St.
LONGFELLOW ROAD, from 117 Burlington St.
LOOKOUT STREET, from Colonial Ave.
LORING ROAD, from Baskin Rd.
LOWELL STREET, from Arlington Line to Burlington Line
M
MADISON AVENUE, from Haskell St. to Arlington Line
MAGUIRE ROAD, from Hartwell Ave. to Westview St.
MANLEY COURT, from Woburn St.
MANNING STREET, from Bedford St. to Milk St.
MAPLE STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Lc ell St.
MARLBORO*iROAD, from Hudson Rd. to Woodcliffe Rd.
MARRETT ROAD, from Mass. Ave.
MARRETT STREET, from Jet. Marrett Bid. and Mass. Ave. to Lincoln Line
MARSH STREET, from Reed St.
MARSHALL ROAD, from Woburn St.
MARVIN STREET, from Winter St.
MASON STREET, from Peacock Farm Rd.
MASS. AVENUE, from Arlington Line to Lincoln Line
MAY STREET, from Bowker St.
MAYWOOD STREET, from Garwood St. to Pershing Rd.
MEADOW BROOK AVENUE, from Moreland Ave. to Wellington Lane Ave.
MELLEX ROAD, from Maguire Rd.
MELROSE AVENUE, from Rindge Ave. to Cliffe Ave.
MERIAM STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Adams St.
MIDDLE STREET, from Marrett Rd. to Lincoln St.
MIDDLEBY ROAD, from Lincoln St. to Outlook Dr.
MILK STREET, from Hill St. to Carley Rd.
MILL STREET, from Lincoln St.
MILLBROOK ROAD, from Adams St.
MINOLA ROAD, from Bloomfield St. to Highland Ave.
MINUTE MAN LANE, from Mass. Ave. to Battle Green Rd.
MOON HILL ROAD, from Moreland Ave.
MORELAND AVENUE, from Fern St. to wellington Lane Ave.
MORGAN ROAD, from Jean Rd.
MORRIS STREET, from Winter St.
MOUNTAIN ROAD, from Robinson Rd.
MOUNT TABOR ROAD, from CambridCe-Concord Hwy.
MUNROE ROAD, from Hudson Rd. to Woodcliffe Rd.
MUZZEY STREET, from MasS. Ave. to Park Dr.
MYRNA ROAD, from Adams St. to Carl Rd.
MYRTLE STREET, from Reed St. and from Valley Rd.
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2-B
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2-D
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7-E
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&-D4-E
7-G
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1-B
9-C
8-E
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3-E
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8-E
10-D
10-D
9-D
7-D
5-D
9-D
7-B
5-B
8-B
8-D
9-E
9-D
5-F
3-A
8-B
6-F - UNDtRWOOD AVENUE, from Spring St. to Woodcliffe Rd.
5-C - UPLAND ROAD, from Chandler St. to Glen Rd.
7-C - UTICA STREET, from Woburn St.
V
4-D
3-C
6-F
6-D
6-C
6-D
8-F
6-E
6-EK
5-D6-D
9-G
6-E
2-D
7-D
7-D
9-E
8-E
-C8-F
4-E
8-F
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10-C
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8-B
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8-B
4-D
9-C
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7-C
2-E
5-D
6-F
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2-B
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VAILLE AVENUE, from Bedford St. to beyond Reed St.
VALLEY ROAD, from Bedford St.
VALLEYFIELD STREET, from Bridge St.
VILES ROAD, from John Poulter Rd.
VINE STREET, from Woburn St. at R.R. Crossing to 110 Woburn St.
VINE BROOK ROAD, from Waltham St. to Winthrop Rd.
VINEYARD AVENUE, from Meadow Brook Ave.W
WACHUSETT CIRCLE, from Prospect Hill Rd. to Wachusett Dr.
WACHUSETT DRIVE, from Waltham St. to Prospect Hill Rd.
WADMAN CIRCLE, from Patriots Dr.
WALLIS COURT, from Mass. Ave.
WALNUT STREET, from Concord Ave. to Waltham Line
WALTHAM STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Waltham Line
WARD STREET, from Garfield St. to Centre St.
WARREN STREET from Percy Rd. to Eliot Rd.
WASHINGTON STAEET, from Warren St. to Highland Ave.
WATERTOWN STREET, from Pleasant St. to Belmont Line
WATSON ROAD, from Robbins Rd. to Lexington Ave.
WEBB STREET, from Woburn St.
WEBSTER ROAD, from Stearns Rd. to Stearns Rd.
WELCH ROAD, from Grandview Ave. to Estabrook Rd.
WELLINGTON LANE AVENUE, from Pleasant St. to Meadow Brook Ave.
WESTWOOD ROAD from Adams St. to Millbrook Rd.
WESTMINSTER AVENUE, from Lowell St. to Arlington Line
WESTON STREET, from Lincoln St.
WESTON STREET, from Cambridge-Concord Hwy.
WESTVIEW STREET, from Hartwell Ave. to Bedford Line
WHEELER ROAD, from.Whipple Rd. to Fairlawn Lane
WHIPPLE ROAD, from Lowell St.
WHITMAN CIRCLE, from Thoreau Rd.
WHITTIER ROAD, from Graham Rd.
WILDWOOD ROAD, from Wood St. to Patterson Rd.
WILLIAMS ROAD, from Bedford St. to Blake Rd.
WILLOW STREET, from Valley Rd.
WILSON ROAD, from Marrett Rd. to Roosevelt Rd.
WINCHESTER DRIVE, from Lowell St. to Winchester Line
WINGATE ROAD, from Diana Lane
WINN AVENUE, from Rindge Ave. to Albermarle Ave.
WINSTON ROAD, from Hudson Rd. to Grassland St.
WINTER STREET, from Bedford St. to Grove St.
WINTHROP RGAD, from Mass. Ave. to Waltham St.
WOBURN STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Woburn Line
WOOD STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Hartwell Ave.
WOODBERRY ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Stratham Rd.
WOODCLIFFE ROAD, from Spring St. to Hudson Rd.
WOODLAND ROAD, from Adams St. to York St.
WORTHEN ROAD, from Bedford St. to Sherburne Rd,
WRIGHT STREET, frcm Skyview Rd. to James St.
WYMAN ROAD, from Williams Rd.
6-C - YORK STREET, from Meriam St. to Grant St.
7-B - YOUNG STREET, from Webb St. to Rumford Rd.
z
9-C - ZOAR AVENUE, from Hillcrest Ave.
1OLPE ROAD, from Woburn St.
ROOSEVELT ROAD, from School St. to beyond Wilson Rd.
ROSS ROAD, from Paul Revere Rd. to Oxbow Rd.
ROUND HILL ROAD, from Oakland St. to Grant St.
ROWLAND AVENUE, from Mass. Ave.
RUMFORD ROAD, from Woburn St. to Laconia St.
RUSSELL ROAD.. from Whipple Rd. to Winchester Dr.
S
SANDERSON ROAD, from Bryant Rd. to Dickens Rd.
SARGENT STREET, from Hill St. to Tewksbury St.
SCHOOL STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Jot. Lincoln St. and Marrett
SCOTLAND ROAD, from Appletree Lane
SECOND STREET, from Young St.
SEDGE ROAD, from Hathaway Rd.
SHADE STREET, from Spring St. to Weston St.
SHAW PLACE, from Augustus Rd.
SHERBURNE ROAD, from Vine Brook Rd. to Kendall Rd.
SHERIDAN STREET, from Sherman St. to Grant St.
SHERMAN STREET, from Grant St. to Fletcher Ave.
SHIRLEY STREET, from Bedford St. to beyond Sargent St.
SHORT STREET, from Reed St.
SIMONDS ROAD, from Bedford St. to Burlington St.
SKYVI1N ROAD, from Winter St. to Rangeway
SLOCUM ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Highland Ave.
SMITH AVENUE, from Independence Ave. to Follen Rd.
SOMERSET ROAD, from Hayes Ave. to Meriam St.
SPENCER STREET, from Joseph Rd.
SPRING STREET, from Marrett Rd. to Waltham Line
SPRUCE STREET, from Reed St.
STEARNS ROAD, from Pleasant St. to Webster Rd.
STEDMAN ROAD, from Marrett Rd. to Allen St.
STETSON STREET, from Meriam St. to Oakland St.
STEVENS ROAD, from Taft Ave. to Charles St.
STIMSON AVENUE, from School St. to Estabrook Rd.
STONEWALL ROAD, from Barberry Rd.
STRATHAM ROAD, from Worthen Rd. to Woodberry Rd.
SULLIVAN STREET, from Winter St.
SUMMER STREET, from Lowell St. to Arlington Line
SUMMIT ROAD, from Follen Rd. to Fern St.
SUNNY KNOLL AVENUE, from Bedford St. to Reed St.
SUONY KNOLL TERRACE, from Sunny Knoll Ave.
SUNSET STREET, from Colonial Ave.
SUTHERLAND ROAD, from Cherry St. to beyond Aerial St.
SUZANNE ROAD, from Millbrook Rd.
SWAN LANE, from Moreland Ave. to Bird Hill Rd.
SYLVIA STREET, from Mass. Ave. to Arlington Line
T
TAPT AVENUB, from Mass Ave. to Hll St.
TARBELL AVENUE, from Taft Ave. to beyond Bennett Ave.
TAVERN LANE, from Percy Rd. to Eliot Rd.
TEWKSBURY STREET, from Bedford St. to Sargent St.
THERESA AVENUE, from Bow St. to Fottler Ave.
THIRD STREET, from YoungSt.
THOREAU ROAD, from Emerson Rd. to Lowell St.
THORNBERRY ROAD, from Winchester Line
TOWER ROAD, from Mass. Ave. to Independence Ave.
TROTTING HORSE DRIVE, from Peacock Farm Rd.
TUCKER AVENUE, from Carville Ave. to Tarbell Ave.
TUFTS ROAD, from Fairbanks Rd. to Marrett Rd.
TURNING MILL ROAD; from Robinson Rd. to. Gould Rd.
TYLER ROAD, from Winchester Dr.
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